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ABSTRACT

With a recent and unprecedented flood of new public
and private investments in Walker’s Point, residents and
small business owners have voiced growing concerns
regarding the future affordability of the neighborhood.
Based on an analysis of recent demographic trends, our
team has found evidence that supports the view that
the Walker’s Point neighborhood displays characteristics
commonly held as indicators of gentrification. After an
extensive review of scholarly literature, stakeholder
interviews, close reading of official planning documents,
outreach to community stakeholders, and thorough
analysis of precedent-setting case studies, our
team determined that there exists both a need and
opportunity for effective intervention. Although studies
of gentrification most often focus solely on the housing
market, this report offers a comprehensive overview
of policies, programs, initiatives and practices used in
other jurisdictions to combat both residential and small
business displacement. Without preemptive action
and recurrent policy reanalysis, physical and economic
displacement pressures will likely push existing lowincome residents and small businesses out of Walker’s
Point, fundamentally altering the neighborhood’s
diverse, affordable and artistic character.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
After decades of decline and deterioration, Milwaukee’s
neighborhoods, especially those downtown-adjacent,
are beginning to stir with renewed interest and activity.
Following a prolonged period of anemic post-recession
growth, it is now seems nearly impossible to turn down
a street without spotting new development rising out
of once-vacant land. Nowhere is this fervor for new
construction and redevelopment more apparent than
the burgeoning Walker’s Point neighborhood.
Once the heart of Milwaukee’s industrial past, Walker’s
Point has more recently served as a home for the
city’s LGBT and growing Hispanic communities, while
attracting young artists and artisans in search of
affordable and plentiful space to practice their trades.
Previously constrained to northern portions of the
neighborhood, which consisted of large, unoccupied
industrial buildings, new development has marched
southward, encroaching on populations highly
sensitive to price increases. With fears of residential and
commercial displacement rising, the community has so
far failed to enact policies aimed at ensuring the longterm affordability of the neighborhood.
This report, separated into the “Affordable Neighborhood
Toolbox” and the “Affordable Neighborhood Action Plan,”
provides a data-driven analysis of recent demographic
changes, a comprehensive list of displacement-fighting
practices, and a detailed summation of recommended
policies. The Toolbox and the Action Plan compliment
one another, with the former providing the list of best
practices for maintaining affordability and the latter
presenting our team’s policy recommendations for the
Walker’s Point neighborhood.
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While most investigations of gentrification focus solely
on the housing market, small businesses are similarly
subject to physical, social, and economic displacement
pressures. The Walker’s Point Association commissioned
this report in order to better understand the extent of
displacement pressures on both residents and small
businesses in the neighborhood, and to serve as a first
step in crafting a strategy to respond to them.

This report begins with the Affordable Neighborhood
Toolbox, which provides an exhaustive catalog of
policies, programs, initiatives and practices used
across the country to promote affordability in housing
and commercial markets. Located in the Toolbox’s
Appendices, readers will find surveys of available
programmatic and funding sources used to combat the
effects of displacement. The Affordable Neighborhood
Action Plan then presents an overview of the economic,
demographic and development trends transforming
Walker’s Point before presenting our team’s
recommended policy alternatives.
Our recommended policy alternatives offer proposals
that can be accomplished through actions by the
neighborhood association, community stakeholders,
municipal planning divisions, local elected officials and
the state legislature. These proposals serve as either
near- or long-term recommendations. The Action Plan
also identifies the processes for and challenges to full
implementation for each of the four recommended
policy alternatives.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION
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After decades of decline, Milwaukee’s neighborhoods, especially those near the heart of the city, are beginning to
stir with renewed interest and activity. Until recently, the term “Rust Belt” was frequently and oftentimes accurately
thrown around describe the Cream City. As manufacturers fled the Upper Midwest, all that was left behind were
deteriorating factories and now-jobless former workers.
While the 21st century brought a new sense of hope among the city’s leaders and residents, market volatility and a
financial crisis, whose scale had not been seen since the Great Depression, rocked the city and prolonged potential
recovery. Now, following a protracted period of anemic post-recession growth, it seems nearly impossible to turn
down a street without spotting new development rising out of once-vacant land. Nowhere is this fervor for new
construction and redevelopment more apparent than the burgeoning Walker’s Point neighborhood.

WALKER’S POINT:
A BRIEF HISTORY
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Throughout much of its history, Walker’s Point was
the epicenter of Milwaukee’s industrial past. Founded
by George H. Walker in 1835 as a fur trading post, the
neighborhood’s optimal location all but guaranteed
its manufacturing dominance over the rest of the city.
Wedged between the Menomonee and Milwaukee
Rivers and the City’s harbor, factories readily sprung up
in Walker’s Point because of its quick and easy access to
Great Lakes shipping routes. As recently as twenty years
ago the neighborhood was home to working foundries,
tanneries, metal crushing and recycling yard, paint
manufacturers and other heavy industries.

Walker’s Point received more than its fair share of the
fallout from decades of U.S. deindustrialization. Only a
handful of the neighborhoods once ubiquitous factories
still remain. But the decades following manufacturing’s
peak and subsequent steady decline did not bring
uniformly bad news. These macroeconomic trends
brought a new and very different form of activity to the
post-industrial landscape. While Walker’s Point had long
been home to a unique blend of ethnicities, a new mix of
diversity soon flooded the neighborhood as Milwaukee’s
LGBT and growing Hispanic communities sought
affordable living. Young artists and artisans, in search of
inexpensive and plentiful space to practice their trades,
soon followed the Hispanic and LGBT communities into
the neighborhood.

INTRODUCTION

WALKER’S POINT
A NEED FOR
AT A CROSSROADS NEIGHBORHOOD
An oft-quoted maxim suggests that artists are always
the Johnny Appleseed of gentrification. Nowhere does
ACTION
this seem more evident than in Walker’s Point. Recent
demographic changes set the neighborhood on a new
trajectory, as new developments began reoccupying
former vacant industrial buildings. These developments
contained uses previously unheard of in Walker’s
Point: high-end condominiums and luxury apartments.
Development spillover from the the Historic Third Ward,
which was also experiencing its very own renaissance,
flooded into the northern portions of the neighborhood.
Attracted by views of the Milwaukee River and
the burgeoning arts scene, new residents of these
developments had higher incomes and were much
more likely to be white than the neighborhood at large.
Until recently, these new developments, with their richer
and whiter occupants, had been contained to northern
portions of the neighborhood. Florida Street has served
as an invisible barrier, dividing these new residents from
the low-income and racial-minority residents. However,
within the last year or two, the levees seem to have
broken and new public and private investment dollars
have flooded southward.
New developments are seen as both a boon for
the area and a trend that could serve to irrevocably
change Walker’s Point in ways not always for the
better. The neighborhood has long taken pride in its
demographic and commercial diversity, as well as its
thriving arts culture. Encroaching on populations and
businesses highly sensitive to price increases, these
new developments could threaten to increase rental
rates for housing and commercial space, potentially
displacing the businesses and resident that made the
neighborhood attractive in the first place.

With the recent and unprecedented flood of new public
and private investments in Walker’s Point, residents and
small business owners have voiced growing concerns
regarding the future affordability of the neighborhood.
With fears of residential and commercial displacement
rising, the community has so far failed to enact policies
aimed at ensuring the long-term affordability of the
neighborhood.
The Walker’s Point neighborhood association, business
community and its residents are in agreement regarding
what they want the future of the neighborhood to look
like – everyone wants the area to be diverse, authentic
and affordable. Concerns about future rents, residential
displacement, and the displacement of small, creative
businesses and manufacturers have unified community
stakeholders. All parties are also in agreement that there
is a need for action, without which, many fear, it will be
too late to preserve the neighborhood’s unique qualities.
Despite a general agreement on a future vision for the
Walker’s Point neighborhood, there is little being done to
protect the area’s affordability and diversity. This inaction
stems, in part, from inexperience with displacement in
Milwaukee and a general lack of knowledge with how
other cities and regions have grapple with and fought
these pressures. One thing is for certain, however: if
Walker’s Point is to preserve the qualities that make it
unique, community stakeholders, residents, business
leaders and elected officials must unite through quick
and decisive action.
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AFFORDABLE NEIGHBORHOOD
TOOLBOX AND ACTION PLAN

This report, separated into the “Affordable Neighborhood Toolbox” and the “Affordable Neighborhood Action Plan,”
provides a data-driven analysis of recent demographic changes, a comprehensive list of displacement-fighting
practices, and a detailed summation of recommended policies. The Toolbox and the Action Plan compliment one
another, with the former providing the list of best practices for maintaining affordability and the latter presenting
our team’s policy recommendations for the Walker's Point neighborhood. Together, the Toolbox and the Action
Plan can guide community stakeholders as they work to ensure a community that is welcoming to everyone.
While most investigations of gentrification focus solely on the housing market, small businesses are similarly
subject to physical, social, and economic displacement pressures. The Walker’s Point Association commissioned
this report in order to better understand the extent of displacement pressures on both residents and small
businesses in the neighborhood, and to serve as a first step in crafting a strategy to respond to them. Therefore,
the recommendations presented in the Action Plan were designed for the unique challenges of Walker’s Point,
and contain policies directed at preventing both residential and commercial displacement. The Action Plan lays
out a roadmap for specific action the Walker’s Point Association, in coordination with the City of Milwaukee and
community stakeholders can implement to achieve a permanently diverse and affordable neighborhood.
Prior to presenting our team’s recommended alternatives, the Action Plan offers an overview of the economic,
demographic and development trends transforming Walker’s Point before presenting our team’s recommended
policy alternatives. These data are used to demonstrate that demographic changes indicative of gentrification are
occurring in the area. This analysis forms the basis for our team’s argument that steps must be taken if affordability
and diversity is to be preserved in Walker’s Point.
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The Action Plan includes the following four proposals to fight displacement and maintain a
unique blend of arts and ethnic cultures:
• A proposal to build a Community Development Corporation (CDC) to spearhead neighborhood
revitalization, affordable housing, and economic development efforts within Walker’s Point. The
CDC would start by building a Community Land Trust, and branch off into creating a Shared
Housing Program and providing loans for Accessory Dwelling Units.
• A proposal for a new Overlay Zone titled The Creative Corridor. This context-sensitive overlay zone
provides greater opportunities for artist space, live/work space, and affordable housing through
zoning changes and density bonuses.
• A proposal for a Homestead Preservation District to provide dedicated funds towards affordable
housing initiatives within Walker’s Point. The District would leverage Tax-Incremental Financing
Districts within and outside Walker’s Point as funding sources for these initiatives.
• A proposal for the implementation of a Land Value Tax system within the City of Milwaukee.
This progressive, pro-property rights, and market-driven system would reevaluate land values to
discourage land speculation and encourage dense development.
Our recommended policy alternatives offer proposals that can be accomplished through actions by the
neighborhood association, community stakeholders, municipal planning divisions, local elected officials and
the state legislature. These proposals serve as either near- or long-term recommendations. The process for
and challenges to full implementation are identified for each of the four recommended policy alternatives.
While these four proposals all work individually to address neighborhood concerns, they are designed
to fully work in cooperation with one another. Furthermore, while recommendations and challenges to
implementation are described in a Walker’s Point-specific context, each recommendation could serve as
a basic framework for another neighborhood dealing with the intense pressures of rapid development in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, or beyond.

CHAPTER 1 WORKS CITED
City of Milwaukee. Walker’s Point Strategic Action Plan: A Plan for the Area.

<http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityDCD/planning/plans/Near-South/WP-Strategic-Action-Plan/WalkersPointStrategicActionPlan_FullDraft1.pdf>. Accessed: May 2016.
Gurda, John. Milwaukee: City of Neighborhoods. Milwaukee: Historic Milwaukee Inc., 2015.
Hutchins, Scott. A Working Theory of Love. New York, NY: Penguin, 2012.
Twombly, Ursula. “APW – Walker’s Point Conservation: Spring 2016.” Walker’s Point Association. February 2, 2016.
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A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD

It is clear that the Walker’s Point neighborhood is in a
state of flux. Once abandoned factories and warehouses
are beginning to bustle are with a level activity not seen
since Milwaukee’s peak years and a manufacturing
powerhouse. The activity has taken on new forms
that were previously unknown to the area. High end
condos occupy buildings where animal hides were
once processed into leather; artist studios have paint
manufacturers; and metalworking has given way to
artisan coffee.
But are concerns that this new dynamism is driving
displacement well founded? How exactly is the
neighborhood changing and is it leaving older
populations behind or, worse yet, forcing them out
completely? The issues surrounding gentrification and
displacement are, at their core, extremely sensitive
in nature. When the issues of equity, property and a
sense of belonging intertwine, it can make for heated
discussions and community breakdowns.
The chapter seeks insert facts and figures into these
discussion to provide a sense of perspective through
evidence-based research. To measure the changes
occurring in Walker’s Point, our team sought out
hard data to measure recent development trends
and the shifting demographics of the neighborhood.
Additionally, we spoke to small business owners and
heard from residents regarding their aspirations and
apprehensions for the future of the neighborhood.
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“ONE BY ONE, MANY OF THE
WORKING
CLASS
QUARTERS
H AV E B E E N I N V A D E D B Y T H E
MIDDLE CLASS - UPPER AND
LOWER ... ONCE THIS PROCESS
O F ‘ G E N T R I F I C AT I O N ’ S T A R T S I N
A DISTRICT IT GOES ON RAPIDLY
UNTIL ALL OR MOST OF THE
WORKING CLASS OCCUPIERS
ARE DISPLACED AND THE WHOLE
SOCIAL SOCIAL CHARACTER OF
THE DISTRICT IS CHANGED.”

– RUTH GLASS

A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD

DEVELOPMENT
TRENDS

The amount of private and public investment currently
flooding Walker’s Point is truly staggering. Until recently,
these new developments, with their richer and whiter
occupants, had been contained to northern portions of
the neighborhood, with Florida Street serving as a line
of demarcation indicating where a developers were and
were not willing to invest. However, within the last year
or two, the levees seem to have broken and new public
and private investment dollars have flooded southward.
Overall, the last 20 years has seen over $270,000,000
in renovation and new construction investments in
the area. Until recently, these investments were made
by private developers utilizing public funds made
available through tax credits for affordable housing,
historic preservation and developing new markets.
However, projects consisting solely of private funding
are now viable in Walker’s Point and are able to
generate acceptable returns on investments for private
developers. As the market improves, there are concerns
that developers will choose not to include affordable
housing within any new developments and increasing
the likelihood that current residents will be forced out of
the neighborhood due to rising rents.
The City of Milwaukee is also increasingly investing
significant funds in the Walker’s Point neighborhood.
Recent infrastructure improvement projects including
the reconstruction of South 2nd South 5th and Florida
Streets, as well as large commitments to the continued
development of the Reed Street Yards and Freshwater
Plaza.

All told the neighborhood has witnessed the construction
1000 market-rate and affordable apartments 400
condominiums in the last 20 years, with an additional
500 new housing units proposed in the next two years.
Meanwhile, nearly 500,000 square feet of office space
was constructed during this time, and triple-net office
rental rates have risen from about $8 per square foot
to between $12 and $18 per square foot, with some
prices topping over $20 per square foot. These rates are
comparable to downtown rental rates and demonstrate
that the commercial real estate market is heating up in
Walker’s Point. Taken together, continued improvements
in the housing and commercial markets could make
living and working in the neighborhood unreasonably
expensive and serve to drive out current residents and
small businesses.
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A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD
DEMOGRAPHIC
TRENDS

While quantifying and simply defining gentrification
is often a complex and contentious task, our team’s
research suggests that there are three commonly used
measurements used to assess whether or not an area is
gentrifying: (1) Racial and ethnic diversity; (2) Household
incomes; and (3) Education-attainment levels. Our
investigation into demographic changes in the Walker’s
Point neighborhood uses available U.S. Census and
American Community Survey data from 2000, 2010 and
2015 to analyze these three facets of displacement.
While Walker’s Point continues to be one of Milwaukee’s
most ethnically and racially diverse neighborhoods, our
analysis uncovered four notable demographic trends.
The data indicate that the the neighborhood’s minority
population is declining, with income and education
levels are increasing. Taken together with development
trends, data analysis and projections lend credence
to concerns regarding neighborhood displacement
and demonstrate the presence of rapid demographic
shifts. Furthermore, these changes support the position
of community stakeholders advocating for policy
intervention and illustrate that Walker’s Point might
look very different in ten years if current trends continue
unabated.

NEIGHBORHOOD DATA AND
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The United States Census Bureau and the
American Community Survey provided all
demographic data. Census tracts 165, 166,
1865, 1868, and 1874 were included in the
analysis, as well as the block groups and
blocks that fall within these tracts. Tracts
that span the Walker’s Point boundaries
have been prorated based on the share of
housing units within the Block Group in
Walker’s Point.
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RACIAL AND
ETHNIC DIVERSITY
Shifts in the racial and ethnic makeup of the
neighborhood stand out as the most troubling signs
that gentrification is indeed occurring in Walker’s Point.
Undeniably, the area has seen a large influx of white
residents since the dawn of the 21st century. The data
provides evidence of this demographic shakeup both
in real terms and overall percentage of white residents.
As a percentage of the total population, white residents
jumped from 21% in 2000 to 43% by 2015. Conversely,
the percentage of minority residents in the Walker’s
Point neighborhood fell from 79% to 57% over the same
timeframe.,,

An increasing presence of white residents does not in
and of itself indicate that a neighborhood is gentrifying.
Evidence that the current populations are leaving the
neighborhood, must be presented to draw conclusions
regarding displacement pressures. Again, the data
seems to support assertions of gentrification. Between
2000 and 2015, the number of white residents jumped
from 694 individuals to nearly 1,569, an increase of
over 125%. Over the same time period, the number of
residents identifying as racial or ethnic declined in real
terms from 2,578 to 2,094, or a decrease of nearly 20%.,,
Projecting these data forward suggests a reversal of the
ethnic and racial makeup of the the neighborhood is
coming sooner than many would think. If current trends
continue unabated, the white populations will surpass
the minority population sometime in the early 2020s.
These trends and projections also illustrate that white
residents are entering the neighborhood at a faster
rate than minority residents are leaving. While some
minority residents have left the neighborhood since
2000, evidence does not support a one-to-one ratio of
replacement between the incoming white population
and the vacating minority population.

A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD
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A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD

HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

Perhaps just as crucial as racial displacement
measurements, is the rate at which household incomes
are rising in Walker’s Point. Again, the data provided
evidence that the neighborhood is experiencing
demographic changes associated with gentrification.
Analyzed data demonstrated a significant increase
in the annual median household income in Walker’s
Point. Between 2000 and 2015, the annual median
household income (AMI) rose from $21,233 to $33,096,
representing a 36% increase. While the current AMI for
the neighborhood still falls below the City’s median
household income of $35,500, the neighborhood is
rapidly approaching a point where it becomes, on
average, better of than most City residents. If current
gains of 2.4% ($800) per year in annual income continue,
the AMI for Walker’s Point will approach $41,000 by 2020.
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EDUCATIONAT TAINMENT
LEVELS

Finally, our team analyzed education-attainment trends
for the neighborhood. Gentrifiers tend to be better
educated than the populations they typically replace,
and investigating education-attainment can support or
refute the presence of displacement pressures in an area.
Again, according to the collected data, Walker’s Point
seems to fit the gentrification mould. additional support
for data showed a strong increase in the population
over 25 years of age with a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
Between 2000 and 2015, the percentage of residents
25 years of age or older without a high school degree
decline from 35% to 13%. Over this same period of time,
individuals with a Bachelor’s degree or higher increased
from 4% to 18%. As a result, Walker’s Point is on track
to catch up to the current nationwide rate of college
graduates (31%) before 2030.

A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD
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A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD

PUBLIC
PERCEPTIONS

A concerted effort was made to speak to a diverse range
of local stakeholders, small business owners, public
officials, and neighborhood residents, to ensure the
concerns from all community members were adequately
represented and considered. One-on-one and small
group discussions were conducted at various point
throughout the research and alternative development
process. The opinions and concerns of participants
were essential to both understanding the challenges
facing the neighborhood and crafting potential policy
proposals to combat displacement.
Several recurring themes and common concerns
continued to crop up when speaking with interviewees.
A majority of participants demonstrated a welcoming
attitude toward recent and future development, and
suggested that it was important for the neighborhood
to be perceived as receptive to incoming private and
public investments in the area. Interviewees commonly
expressed opinions that good businesses, regardless of
the industry, should be encouraged to locate in the area,
but also conveyed a desire to provide current businesses
opportunities to grow and expand. Participants broadly
indicated that new businesses ought to be able to move
into the area, but desired newcomers to be conscious of
existing businesses and their needs.
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Interviewees also indicated that the current preference
towards non-industrial developments within Walker’s
Point is an issue of considerable importance and
could damage the neighborhood’s ability to remain
an affordable and diverse community. Participants
suggested that good companies are overlooked
because their line of work doesn’t meet the vision for
Walker’s Point held by local officials and community
stakeholders. One interviewee emphasized that the
neighborhood “need[s] good companies regardless of
the nature of their business.”

Other participants expressed a more positive view of the
shifts in the types of business moving into Walker’s Point.
Several current small business owners stated that they
had originally moved into the area years ago because
of previous cultural changes with the neighborhood.
These interviewees drew parallels to the previous
demographic and businesses changes to current trends,
expressing a general support because, as one individual
put it, “change is always good.” However, even the most
optimistic participants seems to understand that change
was not also easy, and that new development should
complement the old help to lift up, not displace those
currently residing in Walker’s Point. Long-time local
business owners expressed cautious aspirations that
incoming developments avoid destroying the unique
culture they helped establish.

A CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD
CHAPTER 2 WORKS CITED
City of Milwaukee. Walker’s Point Strategic Action Plan.

Glass, Ruth. London: Aspects of Change. London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1964.
Macaig, Mike. “Gentrification in America Report.” Gentrification in America Report. Governing, Feb. 2015. Web. 10 Feb. 2016.
Twombly, Ursula. “APW – Walker’s Point Conservation: Spring 2016.”
U.S. Census Bureau. Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics, 2000 Census Data. Retrieved from: <http://factfinder.
census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/DEC/00_DP/DPDP1/0500000US55079.14000>.
U.S. Census Bureau. Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics, 2010 Census Data. Retrieved from: <http://factfinder.
census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/DEC/10_DP/DPDP1/0500000US55079.14000>.
U.S. Census Bureau. Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics, 2015 Census Data American Community Survey 5-year
estimates. Retrieved from: <http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_15_5YR_
DP-1>
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LA MORADA COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

GOALS

• Establish a community-based approach to fund affordable
housing solutions
• Establish new Community Development Corporation (CDC),
with a focus on housing-related issues in the near south side
neighborhoods

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS
A Community Development Corporation (CDC) is a
non-profit or not-for-profit organization dedicated
to providing programs and services that support the
development of a given community. The community a
CDC serves typically shares a common identity, either
based on a geographic location, such as a neighborhood
or small town, or ethnic heritage.
Though the range of activities CDCs can participate in
are nearly endless, their efforts often focus on serving
lower-income residents or blighted neighborhoods.
Common activities include economic development,
education, community organizing, and real estate
development.
While
community
development
corporations have a wide range of tools at their disposal,
these organizations are often viewed as synonymous
with affordable housing development. So integral is their
role to providing affordable housing in neighborhoods
across the country, they can be viewed as crucial
affordability tools in-and-of themselves.
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Community development corporations trace their
orogins as fack back as the 1960s, when then-New
York Senator Robert F. Kennedy emerged as a vocal
proponent of encouraging the private sector to help
solve the “urban crisis.” Kennedy sought to unleash the
untapped potential of American corporate wealth for
social betterment. In 1966, Kennedy’s prototypical CDC
was founded as a means to serve Brooklyn’s BedfordStuyvesant neighborhood.
With help from his fellow legislator, the New York
Senator was able to amend President Johnson’s 1964
Employment Opportunity Act to allow funding for
“Special Impact Programs.” The resulting BedfordStuyvesant Restoration Corporation was, in part, funded
through this amendment, and counted ranks corporate
heavy-hitters in its leadership, including the chairmen of
IBM and First National City Bank.

LA MORADA COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

The Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation still
operates in the Bed-Stuy neighborhood today, and
the goals and functions of community development
corporations have changed little since the 1960s. As
501(c)(3) nonprofits, CDCs are tax-exempt and may
receive funding from private and public sources. Modern
CDCs run the spectrum from large, well-established
organizations like New Community Corporation in
Newark, NJ, which owns and manages 2,000 units
of housing, employs more than 600 staff members
and serves over 50,000 community residents a year,
to intimate community groups that serve on an allvolunteer basis.
The list of achievements community development
corporations have accomplished across the country
is staggering. Two industry-wide surveys conducted
in 2006 and 2010 found there are over 4,600 CDCs
registered across all 50 states. These CDCs collectively
produce 96,000 units of housing and 7.41 million square
feet of commercial space annually, and create over create
75,000 jobs. The same surveys found that 17 percent of
all CDCs have equity investments in business operations
and 21 percent operate one or more business in their
respective community.
The figures to the right serve as powerful evidence of
the critical role community development corporations
can play in in revitalizing and protecting neighborhoods
experiencing harmful pressures. The flexibility of CDCs
allows them to operate effectively at both ends of
growth spectrum. From communities that experience
too little growth, to neighborhoods that undergo too
much investment too quickly; CDCs are able to employ
solutions to a wide range of social and economic
pressures.
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LA MORADA COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
What can a CDC do?
•

Provide affordable housing by
buying, renovating, or building
for sale or rental properties

•

Economic development
through real estate
development, businesses
attraction and retainment,
new businesses formation, job
training and youth summer
work programs

•

Provide social services such as
shelters, community poverty
relief programs, case work,
substance abuse programs,
social skills and budgeting
training; and Individual
Development Accounts

•

Community organizing to
get more attention from
government and other funders

•

Assist neighbors in getting to
know each other to help build
social capital

•

•

30

Host cleanup or beautification
projects to clean up eyesores,
demolish abandoned
buildings, or add plantings,
banners, public art and new
streetscaping
Branding a neighborhood
through new logos, banners
and signature events

CDCs AND
AFFORDABILITY

CDCs have considerable ability to promote affordability
in their neighborhoods. Through the development and
rehabilitation of affordable housing, CDCs across the
country have shielded low-income residents from displacement pressures. But the development, rehabilitation and management of housing units and commercial
space is far the only tool CDCs have in their war chest to
promote affordability.
A CDC’s flexibility allows it to engage in a wide range
of innovative solutions that can help secure a neighborhood’s affordability in the long term, and ensure its
community remains open and welcoming to businesses
of all sizes and residents all backgrounds, ethnicities, incomes and abilities.
These fresh approaches to affordability include community land trusts, shared housing programs and funding
for alternative forms of affordable housing and commercial space, including accessory dwelling units, cooperatives work space, cooperative housing, and cohousing.
Community land trusts, shared housing programs and
accessory dwelling units will be discussed at length below. For for information on other innovative solutions to
affordability, please see the Affordable Neighborhood
Toolbox.
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CDCs IN
MILWAUKEE

Milwaukee was, at one point, home to numerous CDCs
that served similar roles in some of the cities most
depressed neighborhoods. While a vast majority of
these nonprofits have since disbanded, one notable CDC
continues to make impressive progress in its efforts to
revitalize its neighborhood while providing affordable
homes for residents.
The Northwest Side Community Development
Corporation, as its name suggests, serves a large swath
if Milwaukee’s northwest side communities and, since
2000, has lent over $6 million to major catalytic projects
and helped create over 500 new jobs. One of its most
recent accomplishments includes the development of
Villard Square, a $11 million mixed-use building that
combines a Milwaukee Public Library branch with 47
units of mixed-income housing for “grandfamilies.”

Steps to establishing a CDC
1. Define Problem
2. Find Supportive, Interested,
Like-Minded Parties
3. Form Steering Committee
4. Refine Purpose Statement
5. Community Outreach
a. Public forum

6. Fundraising
7. Filing for corporate

a. Profit or Non-profit?
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HACIENDA CDC

PORTLAND, OREGON
Faced with a precipitous decline on the standard of
living among Portland Oregon’s Hispanic immigrants,
Hacienda Community Development Corporation was
founded in 1992 to serve the city’s low-income Latino
and Hispanic communities. Hacienda CDC has since
grown to become largest Latino-led, Latino-serving
organization in the State of Oregon and had garnered
a national reputation for serving at-risk populations.
Portland’s Hispanic and Latino population continued
to grow rapidly in the decades following its creation,
and Hacienda has greatly expanded its list of bicultural
social and economic services to low-income families
throughout Portland.
One of Hacienda CDC’s primary accomplishments
is the development and rehabilitation of over 380
affordable housing units across Portland. These efforts
transformed vacant and underutilized lots and derelict
apartment complexes into modern homes in welcoming
communities. These projects provided entire families the
opportunity to build stable, thriving lives and have served
as catalysts for future neighborhood development.
Much of Hacienda’s portfolio features hard-to-find 3 and
4 bedroom units that can accommodate medium- to
large-sized families. Many of their developments, such as
Villa de Mariposas, Los Jardines de la Paz, and Miraflores
feature sleek, modern and transit-oriented designs that
positively compliment and enhance the character of
their respective neighborhoods.
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Hacienda CDC’s offerings for low-income Portland
residents extend far beyond housing options. The
nonprofit aims to provide comprehensive social and
economic services to the City’s Hispanic and Latino
populations. From education to employment to small
business development, Hacienda has helped these
communities thrive.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
AND OUTREACH
Expresiones provides housing-based after-school
programs for children in grades kindergarten through
eighth. Programming is designed to increase family
participation, school attendance, reports of a positive
experience in school, and high school graduation. In
addition, the program focuses on reducing youth risk
factors such as gang involvement, dropping out of
school, and drug and alcohol abuse. Hacienda CDC also
partners with local schools to provide case managers to
100 at-risk Latino middle-schoolers.

Portland Niños aims to reduce the academic and health
disparities in Latino and immigrant children by providing
support for families with children from birth to age five.
Through this program parents participate in weekly
support groups, educational workshops and monthly
home visits from Parent Educators.

SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Hacienda CDC’s newest project is The Portland Mercado,
the first Latino public market in the city. The Portland
Mercado includes an affordable commissary kitchen,
as well as a business incubator to help create jobs and
provide affordable retail space for up to twenty new
Latino- and Hispanic-owned businesses.
Hacienda’s Micro Mercantes program offers business
foundations training for all industries, as well as training
classes tailored for culinary businesses.
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LA MORADA COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Efforts to establish and maintain affordable housing
in Walker’s Point would be drastically buoyed by a
community development corporation. A CDC would
prove to be a conduit for channeling funds into the
neighborhood to supply affordable housing and
commercial space. A CDC would also serve as a unifying
force for all revitalization efforts in the area, providing
a united front to combat harmful economic and
displacement trends.
La Morada – Spanish for “the abode” – Community
Development Corporation would serve Walker’s Point
and the Near South side’s rapidly growing Hispanic
community. By providing both affordable housing and
entrepreneurial support to Walker’s Point largest and
most visible ethnic population, La Morada CDC would be
afforded the unique ability to both stimulate economic
development in the area while shielding those lowincome households and minority-owned businesses
from displacement pressures.
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Research suggests the most successful new community
development corporations typically limit themselves to
one central issue – a problem in search of solutions on
which a CDC can focus all of its efforts. Attempting to
take on too much all at once outstrips funding supplies
and overwhelms small staff, diluting a CDC’s potential
effectiveness. Well-established CDCs that have formed
meaningful connections with local residents, elected
officials and community stakeholders are able to more
successfully expand their focus beyond their original
mission.

It is therefore recommended that La Morada CDC
establishes affordable housing development as its
primary focus during its early stages. Like many CDCs
across the country, La Morada’s first mission would be to
help raise funds for, and managed the development and
rehabilitation of, affordable housing in Walker’s Point
and adjacent neighborhoods. After it is well-established
and has gained a positive reputation through the
successful completion of highly-visible, affordable
housing-related projects, La Morada could expand its
goals to include economic development through small
business supporting programs and initiatives.
As part of its primary efforts to secure affordable
housing for low-income residents, La Morada CDC could
also play an instrumental role in implementing and
overseeing fresh approaches to housing affordability.
Recommended initiatives and programs include a
community land trust, managing a shared housing
program and providing low-interest loans for alternative
forms of affordable housing. A community land trust,
in particular, would serve as a highly-visible, energizing
initiative to help get La Morada’s operations off the
ground. This alternative recommends implementing
a community land trust as La Morada’s vision-defining
inaugural project. This bold approach to permanent
housing affordability would garner significant media
attention and would help define La Morada CDC as a
community-based organization committed to serving
those in need through pioneering new practices.
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LA MORADA COMMUNITY
LAND TRUST
La Morada Community Land Trust would serve
Milwaukee’s Near South side by providing opportunities
for affordable homeownership and wealth building.
Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are nonprofit organizations
dedicated to creating permanently affordable homes
for low income families. Community land trusts remove
properties from the speculative market, guaranteeing
their long-term affordability. Once relatively unheard of,
CLTs are experiencing a rapid rise in popularity, as more
communities look to secure long-term affordable home
prices. Prior to 1991, there were fewer than 2,000 homes
on CLT-owned land in the United States. As of 2010, the
number of homes approached 10,000 across 242 land
trusts.
Community Land Trusts guarantee permanently
affordable housing by first pooling together initial
startup funds from nonprofits, private donors, housing
subsidies, and grants. CLTs then use these funds to
acquire properties and homes within a geographically
defined area. Once the CLT purchases a satisfactory
number of properties and takes them off the market,
they then agree to sell only the home to a low-income
individual or family at a below market price. The land
trust continues to own the land beneath the home. The
new homeowners leases the land their new house sits
on, and is responsible for small payments on the home.
When a homeowner chooses to sell their home, they
must set that selling price at a limit agreed upon with the
community land trust. The homeowner earns a portion
of the selling price and the new resident buys the home
at a price that has remained affordable.
Because the land is owned by a nonprofit organization,
the homeowner is shielded from sharp increases in
property taxes that occur when an area is in high demand.
A CLT’s geographic parameters can also help it stabilize
neighborhoods in flux, and if its portfolio is diversified,
can choose to own land for permanently affordable
rental housing and commercial developments. In effect,
the CLT acts to both help low-income residents build
wealth while protecting them from displacement forces.

Community Land Trusts are typically managed through
tripartite governance – one-third of whom are leaseholder
representatives, one-third non-leasehold neighborhood
representatives, and one-third expert representatives.
The power shared amongst this board of directors is
diffused and balanced to ensure that all parties are heard
and no represented group is predominant. CLTs are also
typically expansionist in nature, seeking to expand their
holdings of land and increasing the supply of affordable
housing. CLT properties are typically scattered through
its service area and are often indistinguishable from its
surrounding context.
Community land trusts require a significant infusion
of funds to begin purchasing desired properties.
Prospective CLTs must coordinate with private donors,
local public officials, nonprofit organizations and other
interested stakeholders to secure necessary startup
funds. Fortunately, there are numerous national
organizations dedicated to assisting fledgling CLTs.
The National Community Land Trust Network is one
of these organizations. Appendix D of the Affordable
Neighborhood Toolbox contains a Network-curated list
of grants that can help finance the initial startup costs of
a CLT. Despite these upfront costs, a CLT implemented
and managed by La Morada would serve its mission to
promote permanently affordable homeownership in the
Walker’s Point neighborhood and throughout the Near
South side.
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SHARED HOUSING
PROGRAM

It is also recommended that La Morada CDC explore
establishing a shared housing program. Shared housing,
or homesharing, seeks to match home-seekers in need
of affordable housing with home-providers who are
willing to provide a private bedroom in exchange for
rent and assistance. Home sharing participants often
include students, low-income families, unemployed
persons, homeless individuals and women and children
fleeing abusive situations. Homesharing provides
homeowners with additional income that can be crucial
to aging in place as home values rise. Shared housing
programs benefit home-seekers with low-rent places
to call their own. Homesharing therefore serves as a
mutually beneficial practice that can encourage strong
community bonds through altruism.
In many cases, the home-provider is an older woman
who has outlived her spouse and is burdened with too
much unused living space and not enough income. Old
age has made it difficult to keep up with the repairs and
maintenance duties necessary for homeownership. She
may also struggle to pay utilities, maintain her home
and afford her taxes. Homeseekers, often a college-aged
student or a low-income family, are able to contribute
to the finances and offer assistance with house chores
and maintenance. As a roommate, homeseekers are also
able to provide a sense of security for the homeowner.
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Homesharing reduces housing expenses for all
those involved, offers companionship and promotes
independence. The practice also makes efficient use
of existing housing availability without threatening
the traditional neighborhood fabric, and can reduce
or eliminate the need for costly long-term institutional
care. By matching homeseekers and home-providers, a
house sharing program managed by La Morada would
help foster a community that supports individuals in
need, especially when faced with pressures that may
force them from their homes.
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FINANCING ALTERNATIVE FORMS
OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING
La Morada CDC can help combat displacement by
serving as a conduit for financing that funds alternative
forms of affordable housing. These types of housing
are typically more difficult to secure a loan for through
traditional banks and credit unions, and run that gamut
from carriage houses about garages, to cohousing
developments, to housing cooperatives.
La Morada CDC should focus its efforts in this area to
provide funds for accessory dwelling unit construction.
Accessory dwelling units (ADUs) come in a range
of forms, including tiny houses and even english
basements, but are typically a loft unit, work/live unit,
or studio apartment placed above a freestanding garage
with a separate entry.
ADUs allow for densification and growth without large
apartment buildings, and can provide much needed,
affordable space for artists and craftspeople to practice
their trade. If permitted by building and zoning codes,
they can also allow the primary resident of the property
to earn additional income by leasing the space to a
renter. This establishes a mutually beneficial situation in
which housing in the area becomes more affordable to
long time residents and newcomers.
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Surveys of similar neighborhoods in cities across the
country have shown zoning and regulation may not
always be the largest barrier to building accessory units.
Instead, the financial burdens of constructing the carriage
house and ensuring it meets all requisite building codes
seems to more affect ADU construction. In Milwaukee,
accessory units require a separate connection to the
City’s sewer system. Sewer laterals can cost thousands of
dollars to connect. These financial burdens are often too
great for low-income residents to afford upfront.
La Morada CDC could help these residents by
providing grants and low-interest loans to help fund
ADU construction in Milwaukee’s Near South side
neighborhoods. Recipients could then use these grants
and loans to to pay for lateral installation, construction
costs and development fees. By assisting low-income
residents construct ADUs on their properties, La Morada
would be providing loan-recipients an invaluable
opportunity to supplement their income by providing
homeseekers a place to live. The homeowner benefits
by being able draw additional value out of his or her
property, while the homeseeker receives a low-rent new
home. Both homeowners and renters work to provide
mutual benefits to one another, and protect each other
from displacement.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The process of establishing a community development
corporation is lengthy and requires significant time
and financial commitment for those involved. Before
establishing a CDC, stakeholders must provide a clear
vision of why the community feels the tool necessary.
Public participation meetings should be held to engage
local residents. CDC officials must consult with local
elected officials nearly every step of the way if the CDC
wishes to succeed. As with every community-driven
effort, securing the necessary startup funding can prove
difficult and interested parties must actively seek out
private donors, federal and private grants and municipal
funds to sufficiently finance the endeavor. Appendix
D of the Affordable Neighborhood Toolbox contains a
survey of grants that be be used as startup or operating
fund for a community development corporation.
Before establishing a CDC, it is critical that the
organization will not duplicate efforts already underway
in a similar geographic area. If two nonprofit’s missions,
goals and service boundaries significantly overlap they’ll
end up competing for the same funds with each getting
less than necessary to make a real, positive impact.
As it stands, Walker’s Point and the Near South side
currently lack a nonprofit of La Morada CDC’s proposed
size and scale that also aims to provide affordable
housing on a larger scale. The United Community Center
(UCC), although providing social services primarily to
Milwaukee’s Hispanic community, has made youth
education its primary focus. While the UCC does provide
affordable housing options to seniors, providing quality
education through its charter schools has remained its
primary focus. Discussions with local stakeholders have
suggested that the UCC and the proposed La Morada
CDC would compliment each other’s efforts and would
not compete directly for funding.

Community outreach is one of the most critical steps of
implementing a CDC. The general public, community
stakeholders and potential donors must have a clear
understanding of what issues the CDC hopes to solve,
and how it will go about accomplishing these goals.
When working in low-income neighborhoods, it can
be difficult to communicate this vision and convey
why a CDC might help the neighborhood’s residents.
Initiating a CDC might appear remote and foreign goal
when compared to the daily struggles of those living in
poverty. Long-range goals are difficult to communicate
when residents may just be trying to get through the
day. Yet two-way dialogues are crucial for both parties.
A community stakeholder hoping to establish a CDC
might gain valuable insight on how a CDC might better
serve its future clientele. The resident, on the other hand,
is made aware that organizations dedicated assisting
those in need are out there. As community meetings are
conducted, this resident may make an appearance as a
vocal support and encourage other residents to support
these efforts as well.
In community outreach stages, case studies can be
particularly useful in demonstrating the effectiveness of
community development corporations. Precedent helps
drive the argument that the problems facing Walker’s
Point and the Near South side are not unique, and others
have discovered viable solutions to issues likely to work
here as well. With the proper patience, strategies and
models for success, La Morada CDC, if implemented,
could begin to alleviate what were once thought of as
intractable problems.
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https://www.huduser.gov/portal/publications/adu.pdf
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/code/admin_
code/sps/safety_and_buildings_and_environment/380_387/382.pdf
(11) BUILDING DRAINS AND BUILDING SEWERS. (a)
Limitations. No building sewer may pass through or
under a building to serve another building, unless: 1.
The building sewer serves farm buildings or farm houses, or both, which are all located on one property; or
2. The building sewer or private interceptor main sewer serves buildings located on the same property and
a document, which indicates the piping and distribution arrangement for the property and buildings, shall
be recorded with the register of deeds no later than 90
days after installation. (b) Building drains. 1. ‘Elevation.’
a. All building drains shall be installed below the lowest floor levels on which fixtures may be installed if the
public sewer, POWTs or private interceptor main sewer
elevation permits. b. Where any portion of an above−
ground building drain discharges to a vertical pipe, the
building drain shall connect to the building sewer at an
elevation at least 30” above the basement floor.
(c) Building sewers. 1. ‘Minimum depth.’ a. The top
of a building sewer shall be located at a depth of not
less than 42 below finished grade, except as provided
in subd. 1. b. or subd. 2. b. The top of a building sewer which discharges to a septic tank, holding tank or
grease interceptor shall be located at a depth of not less
than 18” below finished grade.
(e) Installation of building drains and building sewers.
1. ‘Trenching.’ All excavations for building drains and
building sewers shall be open trench work, unless otherwise permitted by local ordinance or accepted by the
local inspector
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(f) Connection to public sewer. The connections of
building sewers to public sewers shall be in accordance
with conditions of approval for the public sewer granted by the department of natural resources under s.
281.41, Stats. 1. ‘Gravity public sewer.’ When a building
sewer connection to the public sewer is not found within 3 feet of the point designated by the local governing
body or its authorized representative, the connection
shall be made in accordance with one of the provisions
specified in subd. 1. a. to d. a. A saddle fitting approved
by the department and acceptable to the municipality
or sanitary district shall be installed. b. Where acceptable to the municipality or sanitary district a portion
of the main sewer may be removed and a tee or wye
fitting approved by the department may be inserted
with compression joints in the public sewer acceptable
to the municipality or the sanitary district. The insertion
shall be made under the supervision of the authorized
representative of the municipality or the sanitary district. c. When the public sewer is concrete or clay, the
end of the connecting sewer may be set upon or in an
opening cut into the top half of the public sewer, but
shall not protrude into the public sewer. The connection shall be secured by encasing the main sewer pipe
and the connection in concrete at least 3” thick so as
to assure permanency of the connection and adequate
backing of the public sewer pipe. d. In lieu of the use
of a fitting and in the event that an opening cannot be
located in the top half of the public sewer, a length of
concrete or clay public sewer pipe may be removed
and a section with a wye fitting shall be inserted in its
place. The joints at the ends of the section shall be encased in concrete at least 3” thick. The connection or
insertion shall be made under the supervision of the
authorized representative of the municipality or the
sanitary district. 2. ‘Pressurized public sewer.’ Where a
forced building sewer discharges to a pressurized public sewer all of the following requirements shall apply:
a. A curb stop shall be installed on the same property
as close as possible to the connection to the common
forced main sewer. b. A check valve shall be installed in
the pressurized building drain or building sewer. c. An
accessible quick disconnect shall be installed upstream
of the check valve.
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CREATIVE CORRIDOR
OVERLAY DISTRICT

GOAL

• Capture reinvestment to provide market-based solutions to
affordable housing and artist space.

THE CREATIVE CORRIDOR

The Creative Corridor was first identified as a catalytic
project in the City of Milwaukee’s 2009 Near South Side
Comprehensive Area Plan.
Initially known only as the Cultural, Arts and Entertainment
District, the proposal for the area bounded by the 6th
Street Corridor to the west, Virginia Street to the north,
South 4th Street to the east, and Washington Street to
the south, envisioned a mixture of uses including arts,
entertainment venues, retailers, restaurants, museums,
cultural attractions, office space, public squares and
limited residential uses.
Many of these uses would promote Hispanic and other
ethnic group businesses and cultural facilities within this
concentrated area.

The concept of the Creative Corridor was further refined
in 2015’s Walker’s Point Strategic Action Plan. The
Strategic Action Plan lent the project its current name,
while emphasizing the corridor’s mission to provide a
unique location for the city’s artists and craftspeople.
Updated recommendations included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
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Form an artists’ live/work/sell community in or near
the Creative Corridor
Create a tax increment financing district to support
improvements in the Creative Corridor
Reconstruct South 5th Street as a complete street

Redevelop opportunity sites within the Creative
Corridor
Artistically transform the Paliafito Park into an ECOARTS plaza to include a rotating outdoor public art
gallery, an outdoor performance and community
workshop stage, a natural playscape, and a raised
bed community garden

Since the Comprehensive Area Plan and the Strategic
Action Plan were approved, significant progress has
been made to reach many of their goals. Reconstruction
of South 5th Street, which will soon feature extra-wide
sidewalks, curb extensions, bicycle sharrows, parallel
parking, and additional street trees, began in earnest in
early 2016. The reconstruction is funded by a recently
established tax increment financing district (TIF).
Additionally, a groundbreaking was held in early 2015
to begin work on given Paliafito Park a much-needed
upgrade. The project is scheduled for completion in late
2016 or early 2017.
These projects are attracting considerable attention to
the area as incoming businesses seek to capitalize on
infrastructure investments and a renewed interest in
Walker’s Point at large. New businesses to the area have
included breweries for MobCraft Beer and Urban Harvest
Brewing Co, a new location for Fuel Cafe, apartments in
the former Esperanza Unida building, spanish-themed
restaurant and boutique hotel, and additional retail
office spaces at South 5th Street and West Bruce Street.
Additionally, the owners of La Fuente have recently
announced plans to expand their Walker’s Point location
to include a new banquet hall.

CREATIVE CORRIDOR
OVERLAY DISTRICT
Recommendations for the future
cultural, arts and entertainment
district included:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Encouraging the creation of a dedication
non-profit organization to promote the
development of this area and consider
the creation of a Business Improvement
District.
The
organization
should
confirm the area’s identity, undertake
marketing initiatives, promote business
development, and develop a detailed
redevelopment strategy.
Fifth street should be the main focal point
of the district with a grouping of intense
uses that activate the street front and
enhance the pedestrian realm.
Sidewalks along the streets should be extra
wide where feasible to accommodate
pedestrian traffic and storefronts should
activate the street.

Encourage a mixture of uses that bring
people to the area all days of the week and
during the day and night.
The scale of new development should be
compatible with the existing development.
Building and storefront rehabilitation for
5th Street is also highly encouraged.

Encourage
signature
development
projects at the intersections of 5th and
6th Streets with National Avenue through
rehabilitation of the existing buildings
with façade grants and other tools.

Encourage signature redevelopment
projects to the east of the 6th Street
roundabout   if the Coakley property
becomes available for redevelopment.
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UNION SQUARE ARTS DISTRICT
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
Somerville, Massachusetts, a small city located just
outside of Boston, has grappled with commercial
and residential displacement due primarily to the
anticipation of an extension to the Green Line light rail
system through the Union Square neighborhood. The
neighborhood was historically a critical commercial
and employment node for the area, serving blue collar
workers, manufacturing industries and successive waves
of immigrant populations. From the mid-2th century on,
however, Union Square has struggled to compete with
other commercial and employment centers and the
neighborhood fell into decline.

This decline had several positive effects. It provided
affordable places to live and work for the region's lowincome and artistic populations. The Union Square
neighborhood has since become nearly synonymous with
an eclectic and lively arts scene and provide invaluable
incubator space for promising small businesses. With
urban renewal plans threatening to displace these
populations, the City of Somerville sought out methods
to preserve these populations by leveraging investor
interest to support transit-oriented development,
sufficient artist space and a affordable housing units.
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Somerville’s 2009 rezoning effort included steps
to incentivize the conversion of underutilizing lots
and spaces for arts-related uses. The resulting the
Union Square Arts Overlay District requires that most
developments in areas zoned as transit-oriented districts
(TODs) include arts-related spaces totaling at least 5% of
the gross floor area. The city also incorporated density
bonuses into it zoning code. Somerville currently allows
for a 10% density bonus if a development agrees to
supply one of the following: (1) Artist Studio Housing; (2)
Arts & Creative Enterprise Space (3) Co-Working Space;
(4) Affordable Housing; (5) Senior Housing; or (6) Public
Art. These elements of the development must be deedrestricted, meaning that these uses must be provided
onsite in perpetuity.

ARTIST
CERTIFICATION

To ensure only artists were utilizing artist studio housing,
the City of Somerville establish an Artist Certification
process. If an artist living or operating in Somerville
wishes to be considered eligible for deed-restricted artist
studio housing units, he or she must present evidence
of a recent body of work (completed within the previous
three years). Non-Somerville artists who wish to relocate
to the city must provide evidence that they have done artrelated business within Somerville. A panel of the artists’
peers, established by the Somerville Arts Council, then
confirms or denies the artist’s eligibility. Artists deemed
eligible must reapply for eligibility every three years. The
Somerville Arts Council also regularly publishes notices
of all available artist studio space.

Image credit: Somervillebeat.com
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Investment and redevelopment within the Creative
Corridor can be perceived as a double-edged sword for
both current residents and businesses owners. Increased
foot traffic can mean increased revenue for businesses,
while residents benefit from a greater number of
amenities in the area. However, higher demand to be
located near the corridor could lead to escalating rental
rates, driving out current businesses and residents.
The Creative Corridor Overlay Zone seeks to capitalize on
the increased developer interest in the neighborhood, by
leveraging the area’s new-found desirability to provide
affordable spaces for artists, craftspeople and residents.
This recommendation utilizes the City of Milwaukee’s
existing overlay zone model to make adjustments to
the underlying zoning codes to both allow for and
incentivize studio space, live/work units and below
market-rate housing units. The adjustments will enforce
the original concepts and goals behind the Creative
Corridor, while seeking to prevent current residents and
businesses from being displaced.
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Image credit: Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

The Creative Corridor Overlay Zone would cover much
of the Walker’s Point neighborhood, as it's currently
defined. However, predetermined sub-zones or subareas would allow for context-appropriate adjustments
to the underlying zoning district. Each of the three
Sub-Areas have distinct, but complementary goals
concerning affordable artist space and below marketrate housing. The adjustments to the underlying zoning
code presented within each of the proposed Sub-Areas
are designed to direct certain land uses into particular
areas of Walker’s Point that reinforce the arts- and
affordability-related goals of the Creative Corridor, while
encouraging compatible with existing developments.

For example, South Second Street south of Rockwell
Automation was identified as a corridor that could
support limited arts uses, due to its semi-commercial
nature. However, current development along South 2nd
is primarily two– to three-story residential uses. Because
of these existing characterics, it was determined that live/
work units could be allowed along South 2nd Street by
right, but the Overlay Zone should not encourage larger
scale developments be providing density bonuses for
artist space or affordable housing. As a result, South 2nd
Street, south of Rockwell Automation falls in Sub-Area A.
A full description of the uses, incentives and regulations
proposed for each Sub-Area is provided below and in
Appendix A.5.
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A

B
Finally, Sub-Areas within the proposed Creative Corridor
Overlay Zone act as overlapping layers, where the
permitted uses and incentives in the “base” or lower
layers, are also permitted and incentivized in the upper
layers. In this case, Sub-Areas A are the more basic layer,
forming the regulations and guidelines that apply to the
entire Creative Corridor Overlay Zone, while Sub-Area C
is the top layer, and its unique incentives and regulations
only apply to properties within its boundaries. As such,
uses permitted in Sub-Areas A are permitted in SubAreas B and C, but incentives and regulations described
in Sub-Areas C are not necessary allowed in Sub-Areas A
and B.
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SUB-AREAS A

The primary aim of this base layer is to provide more
options for the development of artist and makerspace
to support the arts-based goals of the Creative Corridor.
Sub-Areas A are located in residential neighborhoods
adjacent to South 5th and South 6th Streets, as well as
along South 2nd Street, south of the Rockwell building.
These areas are ideal for providing artists additional space
to live an work because of their proximity to the Creative
Corridor. These areas are not, however, appropriate for
encouraging higher-density development, because of
their residential nature.
The proposed minor modifications to the base zoning
code allow arts- and craftwork-related uses by right
throughout the district. Sub-Area A also permits
accessory dwelling units, which can serve as additional
art and makerspace, without threatening the residential
nature the neighborhoods it overs.`
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The following zoning code text changes would apply to all of SubAreas A (as well as Sub-Areas B and C):
1. Permit Artists Studios throughout the district by right.

An artist studio, as defined by the City of Milwaukee Zoning Code, is work space for one or more artists or
artisans, including the accessory sale of art produced on the premises. Permitting such uses throughout the
Creative Corridor supports its mission to provide an cultural, arts and entertainment district for the City of
Milwaukee, by providing sufficient space for artists and craftspeople to practice their trade. As interest around
South 5th and South 6th Streets increases, rent along these corridors is likely to increase. Permitting artist space
throughout much of the neighborhood will serve as a critical release valve for this pressure, allowing artists to
find affordable space, while still being near the Corridor.

2. Permit Live/Work Units throughout the district by right.

A live/work unit, as defined by the City of Milwaukee Zoning Code is a dwelling unit used for both dwelling
purposes and any nonresidential use permitted in the zoning district in which the unit is located, provided that
not more than two persons who do not reside in the unit are employed on the premises. Permitting live/work
units throughout the Creative Corridor serves a similar purpose as the proposed allowances for artist studios.
Live/work units can provide sufficient space for artists and craftspeople to practice their trade in an area ha is
increasingly attractive to developers. Live/work units provide additional benefits by allowing craftspeople to
spend less on housing and work space by combining these uses.

3. Permit Accessory Dwelling Units throughout the district by right.

Accessory Dwelling Units, as described in previous chapters, are housing units that are secondary to primary
building structures on any given parcel. Accessory Dwelling Units, or ADUs, typically come in the form of a “tiny
house” in the backyard, or a carriage house above a garage. ADUs are mutually beneficial to both homeowners
and renters. Homeowners with ADUs on their property can gain additional income by charge rent, thereby
lower their overall housing burden and making living in the neighborhood more affordable. Renters are able
to more easily find inexpensive, small housing units that men meet their needs. Additionally, ADUs can be converted into an artist studio or live/work unit, providing greater affordability benefits to artists and craftspeople.
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As indicated by a map of the Creative Corridor Overlay
Zone to the right, the Sub-Areas A cover parcels that are
primarily single-family residential, in areas immediately
surrounding the Creative Corridor along South 5th and
South 6th Streets.
Additionally, Sub-Area A covers South 2nd Street, south
of Rockwell Automation, due to its semi-commercial
nature. The location for these sub-areas was selected
due to either their semi-commercial nature, as is the
case south of Rockwell Automation, or because of their
proximity to the core of the Creative Corridor.
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Areas in Walker’s Point that fall outside of Sub-Areas A,
B and C were deemed inappropriate locations for light
commercial activities accompany live/work units or artists studios, Generally, these areas are too residential in
nature or too far away from the Creative Corridor for the
zoning adjustments to have been deemed appropriate.
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SUB-AREAS B

Sub-Area B incentivizes the development of permanently
affordable artist and makerspace, and promote the
core cultural, arts and entertainment district in Walker’s
Point. Sub-Area B overlays parcels that are primarily
commercial- and retail-oriented, clustered immediately
surrounding the Creative Corridor along South 5th and
South 6th Streets.
Areas in Walker’s Point that fall outside of Sub-Area B
are inappropriate for the intense commercial and retail.
This intensity could threaten the traditional singlefamily nature of these neighborhoods and additional
multifamily developments are not encouraged in these
areas under this proposal.
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The following zoning code text changes would apply to all of SubAreas B (as well as Sub-Area C):

1. Permit Artists Studios, Live/Work Units and Accessory Dwelling Units   throughout the
district by right.
2. Incentivize artist and makerspace by allowing density bonuses for these uses.
Density bonuses allow for developers to build project more dense that the base zoning district would allow, if the
project will feature elements the city has chosen to incentivize. Instead of providing those elements on the project
site. Developers may also chose to provide In-Lieu fees. In-Lieu fees are transferred to the municipality, which then
can use those funds to finance projects related to the incentivized elements. Numerous cities across the country
provide this type of incentive zoning – density bonuses for environmental sustainability and affordable housing
have existing in downtown Seattle since the 1970s, with considerable success.

Sub-Area B would allow for a 15 percent density bonus and a 15-foot increase in the maximum height
if any one of the following conditions were met:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Any residential or mixed-use development in which greater than 50% of the dwelling units in the
project are for artists, including live/work units.
• Units are restricted to occupants where at least one occupant of each unit must be a Certified
Artist with the Milwaukee Arts Board.
• Dwelling units dedicated to Artist Housing must be deed restricted, registered, and submitted
to the Building Official with the application for a Certificate of Occupancy.
Any project incorporating a minimum of 10% of gross floor area or 8,000 square feet, whichever is
greater, for any use within the following arts-related uses categories: (1) Artisan Production; (2) Arts
Exhibition; (3) Art Sales & Services; (3) Shared Workspaces; (4) Arts Education; (5) Museum/Gallery; (6)
Office of creative design professional (e.g., architect, landscape architect, industrial designer); and (7)
Theater or performance space.
• The square footage dedicated to art-related uses must be deed restricted, registered, and
submitted to the Building Official with the application for a Certificate of Occupancy.
Any project incorporating a minimum of 10% of gross floor area or 8,000 square feet, whichever is
greater, for Co-Working
• The square footage dedicated to Co-Working must be deed restricted, registered, and
submitted to the Zoning Compliance Officer with the application for a Certificate of
Occupancy.

Any in-lieu-fee payment in the amount approximating the cost to develop the number of
artist-only dwelling units, or gross floor area devoted to arts-related uses to satisfy items 1,
2 or 3 above.

3. Increased minimum bicycle parking standards.

To achieve the Creative Corridor’s vision of a cultural, arts and entertainment district that is accommodating to all
modes of travel, minimum bicycle parking stall requirements would be raised. Within Sub-Area B, residential uses
would require two bicycle parking stalls for every three residential units and one bicycle parking stall for every
2,000 square feet of retail and office space.

4. Minimum Height Standards & Minimum Glazing Standards

To ensure uniform, high-quality developments throughout the district, minimum height and minimum glazing
requirements would be established throughout Sub-Area B. New construction would be required to be at least
18 feet in height, with 60% clear glazing on primary street frontages and 15% clear glazing on secondary street
frontages. Where the base zoning district requires a greater height minimum or glazing minimum, the base zoning
requirements shall be adhered to.
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Sub-Area B overlays parcels that are primarily commercialand retail-oriented, clustered immediately surrounding
the Creative Corridor along South 5th and South 6th
Streets.
The location for this district was determined due to
the parcels’ proximity to the area highlighted in 2015’s
Walker’s Point Strategic Action Plan and the cultural, arts
and entertainment node for the neighborhood.
Areas in Walker’s Point that fall outside of Sub-Area B
were determined to be inappropriate for the intense
commercial and retail activity promoted by the district,
as well as the significant density bonuses allotted to
complying projects.
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Such density bonuses could threaten the traditional
single-family nature of these neighborhoods, and
additional multi-family developments are not
encouraged in these areas under this proposal.
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SUB-AREAS C

PIERS
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The primary goal of Sub-Area C is to incentivize the
development of permanently affordable housing for
low-income residents, and promote transit-oriented
development along Walker’s Point major north-south
transit corridor, running along South 1st Street. Parcels
under Sub-Area C typically once served industrial uses
and, because of their relative size and their proximity
to major transit lines, are able to support high-density
development.
The proposed modification to the base zoning code
seek to accomplish these goals by both enforcing higher
development standards and providing density bonuses
for deed-restricted, below market-rate affordable
housing units. To allow for increased density, Sub-Area
C requires developers to include either affordable units
for artists, affordable units for low-income households,
or both. Density bonuses provided for these uses can be
combined to allow for an even denser development.
PIERS

FOUNDATION

PIERS
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The following zoning code text changes would apply to all of SubAreas C:

1. Permit Artists Studios, Live/Work Units and Accessory Dwelling Units  throughout the district by right.
2. Incentivize artist and makerspace by allowing density bonuses for these uses.
3. Incentivize affordable housing units by allowing density bonuses for these uses.

In addition to encouraging arts-related uses through density bonuses, Sub-Area C would incentivize housing affordability for non-artists, as well. Utilizing similar incentive zoning practices outlined in Sub-Area B, this district
would encourage affordable dwelling units along future phases of the Milwaukee Streetcar and the potential Bus
Rapid Transit system.
It should be noted that when the Federal Transit Administration is seeking to distribute funds for transit projects
through its New Starts and Small Starts grants, the agency awards more points to projects in municipalities that
have policies in place to prevent displacement along transit lines. Providing these incentives not only ensures
current residents can benefit from improved transit service, but also that new transportation projects are able to
receive significant funding from the federal government.

Sub-Area C would allow for a 15 percent density bonus and a 15-foot increase in the maximum height if any one of the following conditions were met:
1.
2.

3.

Any project incorporating affordable units that qualify as inclusionary housing units and meet or
exceed the Affordable Dwelling Unit Diversity of Table 4.2, in excess of 25% of project units.
Any project restricting occupancy of dwelling units to residents age 62 or older.
• Dwelling units dedicated to Senior Housing must be deed restricted, registered, and submitted to the Zoning Compliance Officer with the application for a Certificate of Occupancy.
• Deed restricted units must maintain the minimum age of 62.
Any in-lieu-fee payment in the amount approximating the cost to develop the number of artist-only
dwelling units, or gross floor area devoted to arts-related uses to satisfy items 1 or 2 above.
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4. Automobile parking maximum and decreased minimums

Successful Transit-Oriented Development requires fewer automobile parking stalls on-site, due to the given project’s proximity to a major transit corridor. Because of this proximity, residents and visitors can rely on nearby
bus routes or rail lines, and are less dependent on their cars for short- and long-range travel. Because parking
stalls bear significant costs in any development projects, developers are often happy to reduce onsite parking in
sufficient transit options are close by. The financial benefits of not providing as many parking stalls for residents
can be passed on to renters through lower prices, making the development more affordable for all. It is therefore
common to see parking maximums establishing for transit-oriented development, with parking minimums determined by the market.

Sub-Area C would similarly do away with parking minimums and would allow individual developers
decide the amount of parking that is appropriate for each project. Sub-Area C would, however, set
parking maximums to discourage over-supplying parking stalls within the neighborhood. The maximum number of parking stalls allowed in Sub-Area C are as follows:
•
•
•

Residential Uses: A maximum of 2 stalls for every 3 units
Retail Uses: A maximum of 1 stalls for every 500 square feet
Office Uses: A maximum of 1.5 stalls for every 500 square feet of the first 2,000 square ft and a maximum of 1 stall for every 500 square feet in excess of first 2,000 square feet

5. Increased minimum bike parking standards.

To further incentivize alternative modes of transportation along the major north-south transit corridor on South
1st Street, minimum bicycle parking stall requirements would be raised. Within Sub-Area C, residential uses would
require 1.1 bicycle parking stalls for every residential units and one bicycle parking stall for every 2,000 square feet
of retail and office space.

6. Minimum Height Standards & Minimum Glazing Standards

To ensure uniform, high-quality developments throughout the district, minimum height and minimum glazing
requirements would be established throughout Sub-Area B. New construction would be required to be at least
30 feet in height, with 60% clear glazing on primary street frontages and 15% clear glazing on secondary street
frontages. Where the base zoning district requires a greater height minimum or glazing minimum, the base zoning requirements shall be adhered to.
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IMPLEMENTATION
One of the greatest assets the Creative Corridor Overlay
Zone has is that much of its basic framework is already
in place in the City of Milwaukee. This pre-existing
framework, along with known community stakeholders
and little foreseeable opposition, provides the
recommendation a clear path for full implementation.

OVERLAY ZONES

Overlay zones are flexible, practical zoning tools that
the City of Milwaukee has utilized to modify underlying
zonings codes for quite some time. Existing overlay zones
include the Milwaukee River Greenway Site Plan Review
Overlay Zone, several Neighborhood Conservation
Overlay Zones, and numerous Development Incentive
Zones.
In fact, the Inner Harbor, just east of the proposed Creative
Corridor Overlay Zone, is home to the Port of Milwaukee
Development Incentive Zone, which seeks to preserve
land for uses that support the current operations and
growth of the Port of Milwaukee.
Overlay zones must move through both the City
Plan Commission and the Zoning Neighborhoods &
Development Committee, before final approval by the
Common Council.
This process can take several months before final
approval, and even the smallest details of the plan
must be finalized before it is brought to the City Plan
Commission.
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ARTIST
CERTIFICATION

Under this proposal, the Milwaukee Arts Board would
assume new responsibilities, certifying artists that qualify
for the deed-restricted artist affordable housing. Artists
seeking affordable housing in the Creative Corridor
Overlay Zone, must provide the following:
1. Evidence of a recent body of work, created in
the past three years, as documented in support
materials such as CDs, slides, JPGs or other
digital images, DVDs, video and/or audiotapes;
production photographs; scripts, works of fiction,
non-fiction or poetry;.
2. A resume that demonstrates the following two
categories:
a. Evidence that the artist has training or is selftaught.
b. Evidence that the artist has presented his/her
work during the past three years in exhibition,
performance, readings or comparable public
programming.
3. If a non-Milwaukee resident, artists must show
evidence of work in the City of Milwaukee, either
via a copy of the first page of studio lease, or an
employment pay stub with existing business/
organization in Milwaukee, or employee
verification letter.

CREATIVE CORRIDOR
OVERLAY DISTRICT

The Milwaukee Arts Board would then be responsible
for establishing a group of qualified artists, to review
applications for certification. This group of the artist’s
peers would either confirm or deny their eligibility based
on their commitment and activity of work, and will not be
judged based on the aesthetics of their work. Finally, the
Arts Board would take on the responsibilities of updating
resident artists on the availability of affordable units.
Foreseeable challenges to implementation are most
likely few in number. Initially, there may be resistance
from resident artists who feel that the certification
process is burdensome or unwarranted.
However, the proposed certification process is designed
to be as little time and resource intensive as possible.
Somerville, Massachusetts does not require an application
fee in order for artists to be considered for certification.
Reservations about the time and resource commitment
it takes to apply, of which there is relatively little, is vastly
outweighed by the potential benefit to any individual
artist, who is afforded an affordable place to live and
work near his or her peers in a thriving neighborhood.
Additionally, it should be noted that not all Milwaukeebased artists must apply for certification – it is only those
who wish to be considered for available deed-restricted
affordable artist housing units who must apply.

DENSITY BONUSES
Some stakeholders may oppose increasing height
maximums in certain areas in the Walker’s Point neighborhood. Fear that developers could build large-scale
buildings near modest-sized homes is not entirely
unfounded. Currently, parcels in Industrial-Mixed zoning
districts can be built to a height of 85 feet, or about
eight stories. A building of this size would tower over a
single-family home in an RT4 district, whose maximum
height could top out at only 48 feet. The density bonuses proposed would allow up to an additional 25 feet
in height, or about two stories, if both types of density
bonuses are applied for. A development that has maxed
out its density bonuses could reach heights of 110 feet,
or between ten and eleven stories.

If significant opposition is voiced by the community, a
potential compromise would be to allow developments
to build higher, if stories above a certain height are set
back from the property line a predetermined number of
feet. For example, setback requirements could establish
that for every additional foot built above the 85 foot
maximum, the floors above 85 feet must be setback a
minimum of one foot. These setbacks could be required
throughout Sub-Area C, or only on Industrial-Mixed
zoned parcels next to low-density residential uses. These
setback upper-floors can minimize negative impacts
on neighboring, lower-density developments in the
neighborhood.

PARKING

The proposed changes allow the market to decide how
much parking is supplied based on demand and will help
to prevent an oversupply of parking, which can drive up
rents and reduce affordability. Parking stalls supplied by
to residents rarely made up through user fees, and are
typically subsidizes through residents’ rent. Residents
are likely to raise concerns regarding the elimination
of parking minimums and how that might negatively
impact the neighborhood. To address concerns, it should
be emphasized that new development will likely still
include an adequate number of parking stalls, especially
for residential uses.
Remedies for these concerns could include requiring
developers to provide an in-lieu fee if parking is not
provided. The fee would be diverted into a larger pot of
funds, which the City could use to build shared parking
structures in the neighborhood. The City of Milwaukee
could also require developers to provide residents with
transit passes, in-lieu of parking. Seattle has experimented
with this transit pass in lieu of parking model and has
seen considerable success. Developers are often eager to
provide transit passes if it means expensive parking stalls
can be eliminated from project plans.
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There may also be opposition to increasing height
maximums in certain areas in the Walker’s Point
neighborhood. Fear that developers could build largescale buildings near modest sized homes is not entirely
unfounded.

Finally, residents are likely to raise concerns regarding
the elimination of parking minimums and how that
might negatively impact the neighborhood. It should be
emphasized that new development will likely still include
parking stalls, especially for residents.

Currently, parcels in Industrial-Mixed zoning districts can
be built to a height of 85 feet, or about eight stories. A
building of this size would tower over a single-family
home in an RT4 district, whose maximum height could
top out at only 48 feet.

However, the proposed changes allow the market to
decide what the demand for parking in the neighborhood
is and will prevent an oversupply of parking, which can
drive up rents and reduce affordability.

The density bonuses proposed would allow for an
additional 25 feet in height, or about two stories, and
buildings could reach heights of 110 feet.
If significant opposition is voiced by the community, a
potential compromise would be to allow developments
to build higher, if stories about a certain height a set back
from the property line a predetermined number of feet.
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For example, setback requirement could establish
that for every additional foot built above the 85 foot
maximum, the floors above 85 feet must be set back a
foot. These setbacks could be required throughout SubArea C, or only on Industrial-Mixed zoned parcels next to
low-density residential uses. These setback upper-floors
can minimize negative impacts on neighboring, lowerdensity developments in the neighborhood.

A remedy for this concern could include requiring
developers to provide an in-lieu fee if parking is not
provided. The fee would be diverted into a larger pot of
funds, which the City could use to build shared parking
structures in the neighborhood.
Instead of mandating parking stalls, the City of Milwaukee
require developers to provide residents with transit
passes.
Seattle has experimented with this transit pass in lieu
of parking model and has seen considerable success.
Developers are often eager to provide transit passes if
it means expenses parking stalls can be eliminated from
project plans.
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GOAL

• Provide a continuous, steady source of funding for
affordable housing is some of Milwaukee’s most in need
neighborhoods

One of the most powerful economic tools available to
Wisconsin municipalities also happens to be a tool that very
few individuals in the general public easily understand:
Tax Increment Financing, or TIF. First authorized in
Wisconsin in 1975, tax increment financing allows local
governments to fund redevelopment, infrastructure, and
other community-improvement projects by capturing
the increased property tax revenue stemming from these
projects. TIF is a type of public financing known as value
capture, in which the municipality recaptures some or
all of the value that public infrastructure generates for
private developers. Other methods for value capturing
include impact fees and the Land Value Tax, which will
be described in further detail in a subsequent chapter.
In order to establish a TIF district in Wisconsin, a
municipality must develop a detailed project plan for
the development of a specified geographic area known
as a Tax Incremental District (TID). Once the project
plan and the boundaries of the TID are approved by the
local legislative body, local assessors and the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue determine a year-one ‘base
value’ for all property within the TID. As the city and/or
developer make improvements in the district, which can
include upgrading roads, adding sewer service, providing
incentives to developers, rehabilitating old buildings
and remedying brownfields, the TID’s property value
increases. Taxes on all property value growth above the
base value—on what is known as the ‘value increment’—
are deposited into a special fund for that district and are
used to pay off the costs of the improvements.
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TIDs can, and have, played an important role in providing
funds for affordable housing in the City of Milwaukee.
Typically, TIDs may only be maintained for a period of
up to 27 years, at which time the district is terminated
and property taxes revenues once again flow into the
municipality’s general fund. However, new statewide
laws now allow TIDs to be extended one year, during
which time the value increment may used to fund
affordable housing. The law stipulates that at least 75
percent of the increments must be used to benefit
affordable housing in the city and the remaining portion
shall be used to improve the city’s housing stock. This
provision has been utilized as recently as 2015, when
both the City Homes and New Covenant Housing TIDs
were extended one year to provide funding for affordable
housing. Wisconsin state statutes also allow positive tax
increments generated by that particular “donor” TID
to another, “recipient” district only if the donor district
has first satisfied all of its current-year debt service and
project cost obligations.
The impact of these regulations on affordable housing
has been rather limited. The variations in when a TID will
terminate and how much tax increment can be utilized for
affordable housing vary drastically from year to year and
district to district. This results in oftentimes inconsistent
funding resources. The Brewers Hill TID, if extended for
a year to provide tax increment to affordable housing,
would likely generate large sums of funding. The TID
surrounding Northridge Mall, on the other hand, is
unlikely to be able to contribute any affordable housing
funding. The end date of a TID is determined years in
advance, and under current states statutes, the amount
of tax increment that is available for affordable housing
in any given year is virtually up to chance. Without a
consistent and predictable funding supply, utilizing even
the available resources effectively is difficult. However,
some jurisdictions have modified versions of TIDs that
require all or part of the tax increment to be used to
rehabilitate or construct affordable housing.
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HOMESTEAD PRESERVATION
DISTRICTS
AUSTIN, TEXAS

In the first years of the 21st century, the residents of
Austin Texas’s East Cesar Chavez neighborhood saw the
first negative impacts of the metro nascent development
boom. Members of the neighborhood, threatened by
rising rents, worked closely with their state representative,
and were instrumental in the passage of legislation in
2005 allowing the the establishment of Homestead
Preservation Districts (HPDs).
Created to serve the most impoverished areas of the
city, HPDs, in combination with three tools enabled by
the 2005 act, can provide a dedicated funding stream
to reinvest in the area’s housing affordability. The first
HPD was established in 2008, covering much of East
Austin. Three subsequent HPDs have been established,
contributing a consistent flow of funding for affordable
housing in the city.
The three tools that can be used within each HPD
include Homestead Preservation Reinvestment Zones,
Homestead Land Bank Programs and Homestead Land
Trusts. While these tools may be used outside of an
established HPD, when they are established inside the
boundaries of a HPD rules guiding their use are modified
to be of greater benefit to affordable housing.
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Homestead Preservation Reinvestment Zones (HPRZs) are
modified Tax Increment Financing districts that fall within
the boundaries of an HPD. All tax increments within an
HPRZ must be used for the benefit of affordable housing,
including the acquisition, construction and rehabilitation
of affordable housing and related infrastructure.
Eighty percent of the increment must be side aside for
household at 70 percent of the median family income or
below and ten percent of the increment may use used
for nonprofit housing developers, including community
housing trusts, as well as land banks. Ten percent of the
increment can be set aside for administrative costs.
The legislation also allowed the Austin City Council to
designate one or more community land trusts to operate
within the HPD and access TIF funds. According to
enabling provisions, the land trust must sell or lease all
housing units only to families with a yearly income at or
below 70 percent of the median family income (MFI), with
at least 40 percent of the housing units made available
to families at or below 50 percent of the area MFI, and
at least 10 percent of the housing units to families at or
below 30 percent of the area MFI.
Lastly, the 2005 act allows the City of Austin to operate
a land bank program within any HPD, through which
vacant properties subject to tax foreclosure are more
readily made available for development of affordable
housing.
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HOMESTEAD PRESERVATION
DISTRICTS IN MILWAUKEE
A serious commitment to affordable housing demands
a consistent course of dedicated funding. The City of
Milwaukee lacks revenue sources that other, comparable
cities are provided, including short term lodging taxes,
restaurant taxes, and the ability to levy its own general
sales tax. In the current political climate, it is unlikely
that any additional levies or fees would be approved of
by legislators for fear of a public backlash. Instead, by
enabling the creation of HPDs and related affordability
tools, the State of Wisconsin can allow municipalities to
establish dedicated funding sources without increasing
taxes.
Austin’s Homestead Preservation District legislation
provides a clear way forward for the City of Milwaukee to
provide a steady supply of funds for affordable housing
development. This alternative recommends lobbying
state legislators to amend current state TIF statutes to
enable the creation of HPDs. Like their Texan cousins,
Wisconsin HPDs would require tax increment within
the HPD to be set aside solely for the use of affordable
housing. Unlike HPDs in Austin, however, this proposal
recommends that the tax increment generated by a TID
should be made available for use anywhere within the
entirety of the HPD.
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Typically, TIF funds must be used exclusively within
the boundaries of the district. This restriction limits the
potential positive benefits tax increment can have on
affordable housing in the Walker’s Point neighborhood.
The positive impacts of allowing these funds to be used
throughout the district are twofold. First, it would allow
TIDs within the same Homestead Preservation District
to pool their tax increments together, allowing the
districts to finance larger-scale developments. Second,
this measure would afford the city more locations
for constructing affordable housing. Instead of being
confined to a relatively small area in a TID, the city could
choose to use the funds anywhere in the HPD, thus
widening their potential impact.

ESTABLISHING
BOUNDARIES AND
REGULATIONS

To avoid diluting the power of an established Homestead
Preservation District, it is crucial the the boundaries of
the HPD are set in order to maximize their potential
for good. HPDs, while more expensive than TIF district,
must still be constrained geographically to distinct
neighborhoods. This recommendation proposes several
constraints on all HPDs that ensure that their ability to
have a measureable impact on a neighborhood is not
diluted. Under this proposal a designated Homestead
Preservation District must:
1.
2.

Have fewer than 20,000 residents within its
boundaries;
Consist of contiguous census tracts:
•

•

Each census tract within and HPD must
have an overall poverty rate that is greater
than the poverty rate for the entire
municipality; and

Each census tract within the area must
have a median family income (MFI) that is
less than 80 percent of the median family
income for the entire county.

A majority of the census tract in Walker’s Point
would qualify as HPD-eligible under these proposed
restrictions. Only the neighborhood’s most northern
census, which it shared with the Historic Third Ward
would be ineligible under these terms. An example
of a Walker’s Point Homestead Preservation District is
provided to on the following page.
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In a majority of the municipalities that have enacted
affordable housing TIDs, it was common for statutes
to dictate which low-income populations the districts
must serve. These measures prevent each individual
development from setting its own standards for families
that qualify as “low-income.” The measures also ensure
that a wide range of low-income households are served
by any future tax increment.
Establishing varying levels of low-income populations
developers must serve prevents an over-abundance
of housing that is exclusively affordable to households
at 80 percent of the median family income. Families at
this low-income level are typically easier to house are
provide a higher rate of return on investment by that
very fact that developers can charge more for housing.
Without these regulations, it is unlikely affordable units
for households at or below 30 percent MFI would be
served.

The following regulations are common for affordable
housing TIDs throughout the country and should be
applied in Wisconsin as well:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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All revenue from the tax increment fund must
be expended to benefit families that have a
yearly income at or below 70 percent of the area
median family income, adjusted for family size.

At least 50 percent of the revenue from the
tax increment fund expended annually must
benefit families that have a yearly income at
or below 50 percent of the area median family
income, adjusted for family size.
At least 25 percent of the revenue from the
tax increment fund expended annually must
benefit families that have a yearly income at
or below 30 percent of the area median family
income, adjusted for family size.
The municipality must spend at least 80 percent
of the revenue expended annually from the
tax increment fund for project costs, including
the purchase of real property, the construction
or rehabilitation of affordable housing in the
zone, and infrastructure improvements directly
related to supporting the construction or
rehabilitation of affordable housing in the zone.
The municipality may spend not more than 10
percent of the revenue expended annually from
the tax increment fund for administration of the
zone.
The municipality may provide not more than
10 percent of the revenue expended annually
from the tax increment fund to designated land
banks and community housing development
organizations for the administration of housingrelated activities in the zone.
All housing created or rehabilitated with
revenue from the tax increment fund must have

HOMESTEAD PRESERVATION
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HPDs, LAND BANKS,
COMMUNITY LAND
TRUSTS AND CDCs
Under this proposal, community land trusts and land
banks within the HPD are afforded new powers that will
assist their efforts to serve low-income populations. The
enabling legislation, if passed, would grant land banks
within the HPD the right of first refusal to purchase
vacant land and recently taxed-foreclosed homes in the
districts boundaries.
To reiterate, land banks are public or communityowned entities created to acquire, manage, maintain,
and repurpose vacant, abandoned, and foreclosed
properties. Land banks replace more traditional methods
of tax foreclosure and liquidation. A land bank provides
communities the opportunity to repurpose abandoned
properties in a manner consistent with the communities’
values and needs - in this case for additional affordable
housing units.
Under this legislation, the land bank, either operated
by the City of Milwaukee or a future Community
Development Corporation, would have the option to
purchase vacant land or foreclosed homes, before the
bidding process is opened to other third parties. Vacant
land can be set aside until enough funds are accrued
from the HPD TIDs to construct new affordable units.
Foreclosed homes could be renovated and sold at
reduced costs to benefit low-income families.
Ideally, however, these properties in the land bank would
be placed permanently in a Community Land Trust.
Removing these parcels for speculative markets will keep
land prices down, and will allow the community-based
organization managing the land bank and community
land trust to sell the homes sitting on top of the land
to low-income populations. For more information on
community land trusts, see Chapter 3.
As noted in the previous section, up to ten percent of the
tax increment in HPD TIDs can be used to fund land banks
and community land trusts. It is recommended that a
community development corporation be established
in the Walker’s Point neighborhood to oversee how
these funds are used, and ensure the community has a
consistent vision for how tax increment will be utilized.
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IMPLEMENTATION
ENABLING
LEGISLATION

As stated above, enabling legislation would need
to be passed by the state legislature to allow for the
establishment of Homestead Preservation Districts in
Milwaukee and throughout Wisconsin. It is likely that
legislators would be more willing to adjust TIF district
regulations than approve of new tax levies for affordable
housing. In fact, as recently as 2014, state statutes on
TIDs were adjusted to allow for more flexible funding for
environmental clean up within TIF boundaries.
While there proposal for using tax increment to fund
affordable housing may be palatable to state legislatures,
other proposals within this alternative are likely to face
opposition from the wider public. Land speculators
and private developers would likely lobby against a
provision that grants other actors the right of first refusal
before they have the opportunity to buy up vacant
land. Additionally, common misconceptions regarding
TIF funding may hamper this proposed legislation’s
chances of approval. It is not uncommon to hear that
TIDs are handouts to developers looking to burden the
public with their risky real estate ventures. Even local
elected officials have demonstrated an ill-informed or
cynical view of TIF, claiming that TID creation results in
municipal taxes being redirected away from parks and
schools to private developers.
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These misconceptions underscore why it is crucial to
educate the public on this proposed legislation as early
and as often as possible. The City of Milwaukee, with the
Walker’s Point Association at its side, should press for the
passage of legislation to enable HPDs in Wisconsin, but
should also make it clear to the public why these new
statutes are needed and how the community stands to
benefit from them.
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HPD AND TIF
CREATION AT THE
MUNICIPAL LEVEL

If enabling legislation is approved, municipalities will
be responsible for the creation and implementation of
both the Homestead Preservation Districts and the TIDs
within them. In a summary of lessons learned about
HPD creation, the City of Austin made clear that the
biggest determining factor of an HPD’s future success
was a preliminary comprehensive market study. When
determining where an HPD’s boundaries were set, city
planners carefully considered the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Where is future development was likely to
occur? And, does that development have the
potential to displace current populations?

Do these communities threatened by
displacement meet the criteria set by state
statutes?
Where is land currently
underdeveloped or blighted?

unproductive,

Where is the publically-owned land in this area
and what is its intended use?

A HPD and any encompassed TIDs are approved in a
similar manner to existing TIDs. The Redevelopment
Authority of the City of Milwaukee (RACM) must hold
a public hearing on the creation of an HPD and its
TIDs. These districts will receive either an up or down
vote. After RACM action, the Milwaukee Common
Council’s Zoning & Neighborhood Development (ZND)
Committee holds another hearing on the districts. Once
adopted by the ZND Committee, the full Common
Council either approves or rejects the project. After
final approval by the Joint Review Board, the proposed
districts then make their way to the mayor for his
signature.
Upon establishing the HPD and any accompanying TID,
funds can then be allocated either to the city to fund a
land bank program in Walker’s Point, or to a non-profit
community organization. The CDC can use those funds
to finance its own land bank program, a community
land trust, or to develop and rehab affordable housing
units.

How much value can be captured using existing
funding tools? How much value is projected to
be captured using a HPD?

These considerations were crucial and were used as
evidence of an area’s need for affordable housing
funding. Only after a complete and thorough analysis
could the establishment of a HPD move forward.
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LAND VALUE TAX

GOAL

• Incentivize more sustainable development practices by
removing disincentives for community investment.

INTRODUCTION TO THE LAND
VALUE TAX
SUPPLY, DEMAND AND THE REAL
ESTATE MARKET
While, at times it may not seem like it, real estate is
affected by the same laws of supply and demand that
impact all freely traded goods. As supply declines when
compared to relative demand, prices invariably go up.
Conversely, when the supply of housing is increased,
home prices respond by declining. These laws of supply
and demand and their effects on housing are made
apparent in cities like Washington D.C., New York and San
Francisco where demand far outstrips supply, resulting
in exorbitant home prices. Restrictive zoning laws and
lack of buildable space in these cities have prevented the
supply of housing from meeting high demand, causing
prices to soar.
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Because real estate feels the influencing pressures of
supply and demand, taxes have the similar effects on
housing and commercial space that they do on any good
– they restain supply. When taxes are increased, price
increases, while supply declines. Taxes prevent suppliers
from meeting demand, resulting in what is known as a
“deadweight loss” and in terms of real estate, a housing
shortage. In effect, traditional property taxes, which taxes
the assessed value of any building on a property, act to
discourage the supply of housing from meeting demand.
The land value tax serves as a market based solution to
this problem.

Taxes on the assessed value of a property’s improvements result
in a “deadweight loss.” Because these taxes set an artificial price,
real estate developers are unable to meet demand, resulting
in a housing shortage and driving up the price for prospective
renters and homebuyers.

LAND VALUE TAX

THE LAND VALUE TAX
Made popular by prominent political scientist and
economist Henry George, a Land Value Tax (LVT) alters
the formula for determining a property’s tax rate. The
LVT, sometimes known as the “single tax,” reduces
or completely eliminates taxes on improvements for
a property while increasing taxes on the land value.
George supported the LVT because land has value both
because of the activities that take place on it, known
as improvements, but also because of its geographic
location and surrounding amenities including nearby
public improvements, transit access and good
neighborhoods.
He, along with other economists, including Adam Smith,
the father of modern economics and early proponent
of free-market capitalism, Milton Friedman and Paul
Krugman, argued that because land ownership wealth
accrues in part due to the activities of the surrounding
city, this wealth is a logical and more holistic place from
which a city should draw tax revenue. On the other
hand, a tax on improvements, such as a building, takes
only the value of that building into account, and ignores
the larger societal benefits of surrounding amenities
which grant the owner an untaxed, or lowly taxed,
source of wealth.
Thus, the LVT more accurately captures the total worth
of a piece of land, and more accurately taxes the wealth
generated by an individual, business, firm or trust by
owning said land.

In practice, when a municipality chooses to enact
an LVT, it modifies its formula for determining a
site’s effective tax rate by significantly reducing or
completely eliminating taxes on improvements, while
increasing taxes on the actual land. When taxes on a
property’s improvements are significantly reduced,
but not completely eliminated, this is often known as
a split-rate tax. It is critical to note that the taxes on the
value of land are increased to replace the lost revenue
from reducing the rate on improvements, allowing this
alteration to remain revenue neutral.

It should be noted that land value taxes are progressive
in nature, meaning that those who own more land,
and have more wealth because of it, are required to
pay more in property taxes. In this way, the LVT is no
different that traditional property taxes. However,
because current property taxes set tax rates on the
assessed value of land very low, landowners of large
tracts of land typically do not have to pay much more
in taxes than of smaller parcels. The LVT recognizes that
while the wealth accrued by owning land is not liquid, it
is still weath. Thus, taxes on land value more accurately
and fairly captures the wealth of landowners by taxing
this land.
Additionally, to allow the LVT to be as efficient and
effective as possible, many economists recommend
that other taxes, such as sales taxes or income
taxes, should be significantly reduced or completely
eliminated. Municipal revenue, drawn only from land
rent, is the most efficient form of taxation and avoids
taxing sources of wealth sources of wealth twice.
However, no municipality that has enacted an LVT has
simultaneously reduced its other sources of revenue.
Many of the cities still experienced positive effects from
the tax on land value.

Because the supply of land is perfectly inelastic, and cannot
increase with demand, tax revenue generated from the LVT
cannot be avoided by landowner by increasing tenants’ rents.
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INCENTIVIZING DEVELOPMENT
Traditional property taxes on a parcel’s improvements
incentivize actions by land and property owners that
drive up the rents and reduce affordability. A traditional
property tax punishes property owners for making
improvements to his or her property – when a building is
renovated, its value goes up and under current formulas,
so does its tax rate. In this way, modern property taxes
act as a discouragement to developers interested
in constructing new projects. They also discourage
landlords of multifamily residential buildings to make
needed reairs and improvements to their properties,
especially in low-income neighborhoods.
With profit margins tight in these neighborhoods,
landlords have little incentive to maintain a properties’
landscaping, keep up to date on the building’s facade or
even perform routine maintenance checks. Traditional
property taxes exacerbate this issue because even if a
landlord in a low-income area chooses to make necessary
improvements, he or she will have to pay higher taxes
as a result of even the most basic maintenance. A
municipal LVT removes these disincentives for repairs,
maintenance and development by removing all taxes of
a property’s improvements.
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Current property taxes also encourage speculators to
sit on land for sometimes decades until its value is high
enough to sell. LVT, on the other hand, discourages
speculation of land because LVT only taxes land without
improvements. Under typical property taxes, real estate
investors may purchase vacant lots in up-and-coming
neighborhoods and hold on to them without paying
any significant taxes. Once pressure for development
has increased significantly within the neighborhood, the
investor may resell the property at a large markup and
for significant profit. This land speculation can drive up
the prices of land and development in a neighborhood
overall, as an increasing number of investors start to bid
on land.

Traditional tax structures do nothing to discourage this
bad behavior and, as a result, vacant lots can sometimes
remain empty and undeveloped for decades until the
owner sees fit to sell it or build and improvement.
Again, once a landowner chooses to build on this
land, he or she will face even higher taxes, providing
further disincentives for developing vacant lots. An LVT,
alternatively, would tax the holders of unimproved,
vacant parcels significantly more than traditional
property taxes. This is due to the fact that under an
LVT or split-rate tax system all or a vast majority of the
tax is assessed on the value of the land and not the
improvements.
The LVT discourages investors to hold on to land for
long periods of time, because they will have to continue
to pay much higher taxes on the land without any
meaningful rent coming from developing the land.
Overall, this process encourages a “use it or lose it”
mentality for landowners and developers alike, where
land purchasers are more likely to develop the land
quickly.

LAND VALUE TAX

THE LAND VALUE TAX AND URBAN
GROWTH
Where it has been implemented, the Land Value Tax
has been shown to increase the rate of affordable
housing and commercial space by encouraging infill
development and removing economic disincentives
that dissuade property improvements. Under current
tax regimes, larger buildings developments and
the resulting increased neighborhood density are
discouraged by taxes on a property’s improvements.
This traditional tax scheme serves as a tax on dense,
high-quality development, and limits the supply of
development with a jurisdiction. Because taxes on land
assessment remain low, developers are not discouraged
from buildings suburban or exurban style developments
with sprawling lawns and wasted space.
The land value tax, alternatively, removes disincentives
for improving vacant or blighted land by removing
taxes on improvements, and discourages suburbanstyle sprawl. By simply removing the barriers to
increasing supply, the land value tax encourages more
development and, as a result, lower prices. In effect,
the LVT promotes denser, more walkable transitoriented development and infill. By encouraging an
increase in the supply of housing developments and
denser neighborhoods, the LVT can help drive down
the high costs of housing and commuting. For these
reasons, urban planners have tauted the land value tax
as a crucial, but critically underutilized, tool to promote
transit-oriented development and combat suburban
sprawl.
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THE WORLD, PENNSYLVANIA,
AND THE LAND VALUE TAX
Economists have argued for the efficiency and positive
benefits of the LVT for centuries. However, no large
scale attempt at the national or state level has ever
been realized in the United States. One federal attempt
in 1798 to tax a small proportion of land value was
enacted as a part of the 1798 Federal Property Tax Act,
although this effort was small and temporary. Denmark
instituted a nationwide land value tax, or in Danish,
“grundskyldspromille,” in 2009 with mill rates between
1.6 and 3.4%. Similarly, cities within Victoria, Australia
switched to a LVT between 1954 and 1975 and, as a
result, saw an increase in construction compared to
similar cities within Australia.
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Within the United States, it is more common for individual
municipalities to take on and implement a land value
tax on their own. Pennsylvania is the national epicenter
for municipally driven land value taxation regimes. As
early as 1913, Pennsylvanian cities like Scranton began
experimenting with the concept. Since then, twelve
additional municipalities have adopted either a full
land value tax or a split-rate tax, including Pittsburgh,
Allentown, Harrisburg, and Altoona. Pittsburgh, being
the largest city in the country to enact a land value
taxation system, serves as a national model for similarly
sized cities interested in exploring the benefits of the LVT.

Research has demonstrated that following the property
tax reform efforts in the late 1970s, the city experienced
a striking building boom far in excess of its surrounding
suburbs or its nationwide peers. After a three year
adjustment period in LVT levels during the latter half of
the 1970s, construction jumped 590 percent, compared
to 84 percent nationally. This construction boom was
contained within Pittsburgh’s city limits, and did not
extend out into the region’s suburbs. Researchers have
credited this building boom to the implementation of
the LVT, which Pittsburgh’s surrounding neighbors did
not enact. The rapid rise in construction rates was most
notable in downtown commercial developments. This
explosion in development, especially of downtown
commercial building, suggests the LVT was responsible
for its change in fortune and was not due to larger
metropolitan trends.

LAND VALUE TAX

The split-rate tax in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania is credited for reducing the number of vacant buildings
in the city by 80 percent after tax reform was enacted in 1980. In a speech to the Conference of
Georgist Organizations in 2012, former Harrisburg Mayor Stephen Reed said,

“...The number of residential units sharply increased. In fact, the city of
Harrisburg from its different housing programs and initiatives played a direct
role in either building or helping others to build over 6,000 residential units.
There is no city our size in America that had that much to do with that many
residential units in that period of time. The crime rate came down 46%, the
fire rate dropped 78%, the number of vacant structures fell by 80%. In 2010
this merited one sentence in the local paper. The population of Harrisburg
increased for the first time since 1950.”

A LAND VALUE TAX FOR
MILWAUKEE
Because of its ability to spur dense, transit-oriented
development providing a greater supply of both
affordable housing and affordable commercial space, as
well as is its abilities to encourage better maintenance
of existing properties, it is highly recommended that
the City of Milwaukee, with Walker’s Point Association
and third party actors in support, begin the process of
implementing its very own land land value tax. Crucial
supporters for this change in property tax structure would
include other neighborhood organizations, construction
firms, and pro-growth, pro-affordability associations.
The path towards implementation can take one of two
routes.

The first path would see the City of Milwaukee, and LVT
supporters, begin lobbying state representatives to pass
enabling legislation to allow for Wisconsin municipalities
to enact their own land value taxation system. Because
no municipalities in the state have tried implementing
an LVT and because current states statutes are silent on
whether this method of property taxation is allowed,
the LVT sit in a strange limbo than can be remedied by
clarifying by enabling legislation.

While the current political climate might appear to be
a barrier towards coordination between the City of
Milwaukee and state representatives, the nonpartisan
nature of the LVT might allow both sides of the aisle to
get behind this policy change. The land value tax is prodevelopment, pro-property rights and perhaps most
important of all, revenue neutral. The LVT unburdens
developers from taxes on the assessed value of
improvements, removing costly long-term expenses for
developments.
The LVT also treats all property improvements equally, by
disregarding them altogether. Finally, because the LVT
is revenue neutral, it cannot be reasonably construed
as a tax increase. A vast majority of landowners would
continue to pay the same rate they always have. The
only thing that changes is the formula that determines
that rate. With these arguments in mind, a conservative
and liberal case can be made for the land value tax, and
enabling state legislation can be viewed as possible.
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The second path towards implementation would be
for the City of Milwaukee, without requesting enabling
legislation, to begin adjusting its tax formula unilaterally.
Municipalities in Wisconsin are invested with the
authority to determine their own property tax rates. It is
therefore reasonable to assume that municipalities are
also invested with the authority to determine how those
rates are calculated. No city that has ever implemented a
land value tax has had the ability to set property tax policy
subsequently taken away from them. It is therefore likely
that the City of Milwaukee has the authority to implement
its own LVT, without enabling state legislation. However,
doing so would risk the chances of legal action taken
against the City.
The eventual goal of this policy would be to shift the
entire City of Milwaukee taxing structure to a formula
based solely on the assessed land value of a property.
MIlwaukee can either choose to make this change all at
once, jumping immediately from a traditional property
tax model to a single tax on land rent, or its can phase in
his change over several years. A phased approach would
see taxes on the assessed value of improvements decline
while tax rates on the assessed value of land increase in
tandem. Again, overall property tax rates would be held
constant, so a vast majority of landowners would not see
any real rise in the amount of taxes paid in any given year.
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This alternative also advocates for a yearly revaluation
of land value. Effective LVTs require a more frequent
and holistic formula for updating land values in order to
more accurately calculate any changes in land value that
may influence the tax assessment. Best practices include
balancing land evaluations through free market sales,
land evaluations based upon revenue streams from the
land, and land evaluations based upon residual values left
after buildings are taken into account. The most confident
data points are then plotted, and replotted annually, as
markers from which to build out the surrounding land
value gradient. More complex statistical models and the
application of GIS software runs these processes with
relative ease.

If fully implemented, the City of Milwaukee could
anticipate an increase in construction permits and
infill development due to the new land-value based
taxation system. Small buildings and parking lots
downtown would likely not support the high value of
land downtown, and would quickly be redeveloped in
favor of denser development. Vacant and underutilized
land in older industrial areas such as the 30th Street
Corridor would also likely become a viable outlet for new
development again, as large parcels of former industrial
land would become too expensive to let sit fallow.
Finally, Walker’s Point would likely see continued, and
perhaps faster, construction. As one of the most indemand neighborhoods in the city, there would be
a strong disincentive to hold on to the increasingly
valuable vacant land within the neighborhood. Building
rehabilitation and new construction activity would likely
increase, letting more people fit into the neighborhood.
While this may at first conjure up images of gentrification
and displacement, this need not be the case. The
increasing building stock would help stem the tide of
high demand while slowing the rise in both residential
and commercial rents.
Because and land value tax would be implemented
citywide, the neighborhood would not experience
undue or disproportional burdens of development
when compared to other neighborhoods in the city. In
essence, development would be equally incentivized
in all neighborhoods, driving up a regional supply of
housing and commercial space and lowering relative
rents overtime.
Lastly, Walker’s Point would be able to leverage this
development pressure to request for more affordable
housing and art-related space, especially when enacted
in conjunction with other Action Plan proposals such as
the Creative Corridor Overlay Zone.

LAND VALUE TAX

“A LAND VALUE TAX COULD FIX AUSTRALASIA’S
HOUSING CRISIS”

–BRYAN KAVANAGH

Image credit: thedepression.au.org
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BABY STEPS: A LAND VALUE
TAX THROUGH TAX ABATEMENT
If implementing a full scale land value tax proves too
daunting of a challenge for Milwaukee to overcome, the
City has the option of implementing “LVT-lite” policies –
or method of taxation that closely resemble or imitate
the effects of a true land value taxation system.

A Limited tax abatement program for new affordable
housing development would serve a similar purpose
as the LVT. In 1990, the State of Oregon implemented
Single Family New Construction Limited Tax Abatement
program, which allows cities to abate property taxes on the
improvement value of newly constructed homes. These
new homes must fall within targeted neighborhoods
and be purchased by income-eligible homebuyers. Taxes
on the assessed value of the improvements are abated
for a period of ten years, but the owner must continue to
pay taxes on the land.
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In essence, this program acts and a land value tax that
is limited to specific geographic locations, land uses and
time periods. The Limited Tax Abatement program enables
cities to promote homeownership without a reduction in
tax revenue or a direct general fund allocation. The tax
abatement programs provide an incentive for buyers
to purchase in targeted neighborhoods in distressed
markets.

The City of Portland took this program one step further
and currently offers a 10-year limited tax property
abatement for any increase in assessment value that
results from the rehabilitation of, or conversion to,
qualifying rental units. The property owner must enter
into an affordability agreement and designate a certain
percentage of the units affordable to tenants with a
household income of 60% of median family income
or less. The property owner does not pay taxes on the
increase in assessed value due to rehabilitation work for
10-years, but will continue to pay taxes on the current
assessed value of the land.
These models serve as a possible middle ground between
the current property taxation and a full land value or splitrate model. Oregon and Portland’s limited tax abatement
programs also directly incentivize the construction of
affordable family homes and rental units. If unable to
pursue true property tax reform, it is recommended that
the City of Milwaukee look to more limited tax abatement
programs for affordable housing.

LAND VALUE TAX

Image credit: Andrew Carlson

IMPLEMENTATION

PUBLIC REACTION AND ENGAGEMENT
Before a land value tax is enacted or lobbied for in the
state legislature, the City of Milwaukee and the policy’s
supports should begin a robust education campaign
to dispel myths and misinformation about the new
taxation system. The LVT is difficult to simplify in a short
sound bite, yet very easy to misrepresent. Because of the
policy’s complexity, it is easy for opposition to spread
incorrect information about the impacts of a land value
tax and how it would affect the general public.

During the education campaign, it is critical to present
support from a wide array businesses, nonprofits,
experts, stakeholders, residents and elected officials. Of
particular importance is the support from the business
community. Business leaders’ opinions will be weighted
heavily throughout any statewide lobbying efforts.
No elected official would risk even the perception
of harming local businesses. Additional advocacy
could come from local neighborhood organizing and
development groups, such as Common Ground or the
Northwest Side Community Development Corporation.
The organizations have excelled as unifying business,
nonprofit, and historically underserved resident interests
to present a united front to support policy changes.
Finally, City Common Council members would be called
upon to hold meetings in their respective districts to
reach out to residents, present the benefits and impacts
of the LVT and gauge public reaction. The education
effort would necessitate a strong emphasis on the
revenue neutral nature of the LVT.

While most businesses, especially development firms,
might support a citywide land value tax, it is possible
that not all landowners will get on aboard. Land
speculators in particular are likely to oppose a change
in the property tax formula. Speculators benefit under
current tax schemes through the purchase and holding
of cheap and available land. As the land accrues in value,
speculators are able to sit on undeveloped land without
large increases in their property taxes. Only when the
price reaches a high enough point do speculators choose
to sell, reaping significant returns on investments for
very little effort.
A land value tax would act as a deterring factor for
such practices. Taxes on assessed land value would
likely be as much as ten times higher than current
valuations, removing all incentive to sit on vacant land
for years. Landlords and landowners that practice this
type of speculation would like lobby against an LVT in
MIlwaukee, fearing the elimination of easy profits.
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WISCONSIN’S UNIFORMITY CLAUSE
AND HOME RULE
Some municipalities considering the land value tax and
a development tool have expressed concerns that a
change in taxation assessment policy would violate its
state constitution’s Uniformity Clause. Uniformity clauses
are present in nearly every state constitution across the
country, including Wisconsin’s, and require taxation
to be applied evenly or uniformly within a jurisdiction.
The clause prevents municipalities from overburdening
certain property owners with taxes, requiring all taxes
to be calculated in a fair manner. Some have expressed
concerns that, depending on each state’s phrasing
of her uniformity clauses, land value taxation may be
unconstitutional in some states.

Running counter to uniformity clause violation
arguments is the fact that Wisconsin is considered
a limited home rule state. Municipalities within its
borders are given a leeway to enact local policies as it
sees fit through state legislation. Therefore, the ultimate
power to determine property tax policies and formulas
may reside with the City of Milwaukee, because of the
sovereignty powers provided to it by Wisconsin state
statutes.
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In either case, if the City unilaterally chooses to
implement an LVT without enabling legislation, the
fight over its legality would likely play out in the state
court system. It should be noted that no Land Value
Tax has been deemed unconstitutional under any
state’s constitutional provisions. Even in Pennsylvania
and Maryland, where the uniformity clause is often
interpreted strictly, municipalities have been granted
the authority the determine how property taxes are
distributed between assessed land value and assessed
improvement value. However, a coordinated approach
to implementation, relying on enabling legislation,
would ensure the long-term viability of LVT and decrease
the risks of the practice being ruled illegal under state
statutes.

Image credit: Wikipedia
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APPENDIX A
A.1 CURRENT ZONING IN WALKER’S POINT

Current Zoning
TL_Properties
RT4_Properties
RM4_Properties
RM2_Properties
PK_Properties
PD_Properties
IO2_Properties
IL2__Properties
IH_Properties
LB2_Properties
IM_Properties

ii

APPENDIX A
A.2 CURRENT HEIGHT MAXIMUMS IN WALKER’S POINT

Height Limits
45_ft
48_ft
60_ft
85_ft
No_Height_Maximum
PD_Properties
PK_Properties

iii

APPENDIX A
A.3 LIVE-WORK UNITS BY RIGHT
Live-Work Unit Allowance as per Zoning Code
Live_Work_Unit_Limited
Live_Work_Unit_Non-Permitted
Live_Work_Units_Permitted
PD_Properties
PK_Properties

iv

APPENDIX A
A.4 ARTIST STUDIOS ALLOWED BY RIGHT
Artist Studios Allowance as per Zoning Code
Artisit_Studios_Limited
Artist_Studios_Non-Permitted
Artist_Studios_Permitted
PD_Properties
PK_Properties

v

APPENDIX A
A.5 PROPOSED ZONING TEXT CHANGES
Creative Corridor Land Use Regulations
SubAreas A

Sub Area B

Sub Area C

RT4

RM4

LB2

IM

RT4

LB2

IM

RT4

LB2

IM

IL2

IO2

Under 5,000
sq ft

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Over 5,000
sq ft

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Accessory
Dwelling Unit

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Live/Work
Unit

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

1,200

1,200

800

300

1,020*

680*

255*

1,020*/
840**

680*/
560**

255*/
210**

680*/
560**

680*/
560**

Height
Minimum





18’

30’

18’

18’

30’

30’

30’

30’

30’

30’

Height
Maximum

48’

60’

60’

85’

55.2’*

69’*

98’*

55.2’*/
62.4’**

69’*/
78’**

98*/
110.5’**





2:3

1:1

2:3

2:3

2:3

2:3

2:3
2:3

2:3

2:3

2:3

2:3

1/500
sq ft

1/500
sq ft

1/500
sq ft

1/500
sq ft

1/500
sq ft

1.5/500
of first
2000 sq
ft;
1/500
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1.5/500
of first
2000 sq
ft;
1/500
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1.5/500
of first
2000 sq
ft;
1/500
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1.5/500
of first
2000 sq
ft;
1/500
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1.5/500
of first
2000 sq
ft;
1/500
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

Artist Studio

Lot area per
dwelling unit,
minimum (sq.
ft.)

Automobile
Parking
MultiFamily
Min
Residential
Max
Retail
Min

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

1/1000
sq ft

Max

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

3.5/100
0 sq ft

Min

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

1/500 of
first
2000 sq
ft;
1/2000
excess
of first
2,000
sq ft

Office

Max

Required
Bicycle
Parking
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Residential

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

2:3

2:3

2:3

1.1:1

1.1:1

1.1:1

1.1:1

1.1:1

Retail/Office

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

1/2000
sq ft

Primary
Street





60%



60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Secondary
Street





15%



15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

Glazing

*Maximum allowable height and minimum allowable lot area per dwelling unit when project includes for deedrestricted artist space. If this condition
is not met, please refer to base zoning district regulations.
**Maximum allowable height and minimum allowable lot area per dwelling unit when project includes for deedrestricted artist space and
deedrestricted affordable housing units. If this condition is not met, please refer to base zoning district regulations.
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B.1 LIVABLE WALKER’S PUBLIC INPUT SESSION
A by-invitation roundtable meeting was held at 6:00 PM
on Wednesday April 13, 2016 at Arts@Large. During this
time, four recommendations for future proofing Walker’s
Point were presented to an audience of ten community
stakeholders, including business owners, residents, and
planning officials. The attendees were divided into two
five-person groups to allow for a more personalized
discussion of each recommendation. Discussions
lasted between 10 and 15 minutes per Action Plan
recommendation. After one round of small-group
discussions was completed, participants rotated to the
next Action Plan proposal. This process was repeated
until every attendee had an opportunity to clarify and
discuss each of the for recommendations.
After the initial presentation, but before small-group
sessions, attendees were then asked to rank each
proposal on its favorability on a scale of 1 to 10 and
fill in brief comments or questions they may have had
about the proposal. After the small-group sessions were
complete, participants were again asked to respond to
questions regarding the alternatives in greater depth. A
copy of the questionnaire is provided to the right.
The
questionnaire
responses
and
discussion
sessions revealed a strong support for a Community
Development Corporation, with a mean approval score
of 8.6. According to the comments, this was viewed as
the most desirable solution because the attendees saw
it as an avenue for improvements to be made while still
having a governing body looking out for the interests
of the community throughout the design process. It
was also understood to be a tool that could be used to
regulate the whole redevelopment process and employ
the other tools that were discussed.
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Discussion sessions and questionnaire responses also
revealed strong support for the Creative Corridor
Overlay Zone, with a mean approval score of 8.4. One
commenter suggested that that an overlay zone in/
around the creative corridor could be “game-changing”
if the density were feasible and no businesses would be
disenfranchised by the changes.

The Historic Preservation District (HPD) alternative
received slightly more modest support , with a mean
approval score of 6.6. While some participants thought
the HPD might get traction in preservation development,
others expressed concern that business funds would be
used to support housing initiatives. These concerns were
likely to have resulted from a less than satisfactory job of
fully explaining the purpose of an HPD. These concerns
indicate potential challenges in communicating the
positive benefits of these modified forms of TIDs.
The Land Value Tax (LVT) alternative received the lowest
and most evenly distributed support among participants,
mean approval score 4.7. Many of the concerns
surrounding the alternative stemmed from difficulty
imagining the long-term payoff of changing to a LVT,
as well as difficulty understanding the technical nature
of the proposal. Furthermore, participants questioned
the short-term benefits to the community, as well as the
political realities of implementing the proposal.

APPENDIX B

Initial Reaction

To be answered following the PowerPoint Presentation.
Which recommendations stood out to you as the best, based on your initial reaction?
Why?
Which recommendations would you have liked more clarification on in the presentation?

Final Evaluation

To be answered following the small group discussions.
On a scale of 1 to 10, how much does each policy proposal appeal to you? (Please circle
below):
Community Development Corporation – Community-based, alternative forms of affordability
Low 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
High
Comments:
Creative Corridor Overlay Zone – Artist space and affordable housing through zoning
Low 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
High
Comments:
Homestead Preservation District – Long-term funding source for affordable housing
Low 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
HIgh
Comments:
Land Value Tax – Encouraging a more efficient use of land to reduce prices
Low 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Comments:

High

Did you change your mind about any of the alternatives upon hearing more information?
If so, which ones and why?
Which portions of this workshop session did you find most informative? Why?
Going forward, how likely is it that you would advocate for any or all of these proposals?
Which ones and how?
Final comments, thoughts or suggestions?
If you did not do so when signing in, please provide your email address if you wish to receive
more information: _________________________________________________
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